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Apart   from   the   relevancy   for   organisation   theory,   the   interest   in   the 
phenomenon   ­   organised   action  with   limited   shared   sensemaking   and   limited 
shared articulation – comes from a hypothesis that actors in late­modernity will be 




et   al,   2000;   Hermansen   &   Stavnsager,   2000;   Stavnsager   &   Jantzen,   2000; 
Christensen & Isen,  2001;  Børch & Israelsen,  2001;  Wollebæk & Selle,  2002; 
Nielsen et al 2004; Murphy 2004). Similar concerns in the U. S. are most notably 








The   research   question   springs   from   that   sensemaking   theory   expects   that 
sensemaking processes about organised actions which are unfolded through shared 
articulation will strengthen various aspects of the organised actions.
More   specifically   it   is   primarily   through   two   mechanisms   that   shared 
sensemaking is expected to support shared action: through increased coordination 
and   through   increased  motivation2.  While   developing   the   concept   of   double 




In   the  analysis  of   the  Mann  Gulch disaster   (1993)  Weick  expands  on  how 
motivation to act depends on sensemaking processes. In the Mann Gulch case the 
construction  of  clear   roles  motivated  actors   to  continue   to  act.  Maitlis   (2005), 
Smircich & Stubbart (1985) and Donnellon et al (1986) uncover how shared talk is 
crucial for shared action because shared talk generates motivation to act.





actions   are   sufficiently   coordinated   that   the   organised   act   is   not   considered 
illegitimate. The aim of the thesis is to examine the mechanism which enable the 
reproduction of organised action in the case organisation in spite of the limited 









this   is   a   thesis   about   sensemaking processes  and not   taken­for­granted   routine 
actions. The two cases which are analysed are cases of action in spite of that the 
actors   experience   something  which   trigger   sensemaking.   In   other  words   they 
experience  cognitive  dissonance   in  connection  with   the  actions   (Weick,  1995). 
This indicates that they are non­routine actions. Already in 1958 Simon and March 
thoroughly  examined   the  mechanisms  which can  underpin   the   reproduction  of 
routine   actions.   These  mechanisms   could   explain   how   routine   actions   can   be 
reproduced  without   shared   articulation.   The   thesis,   however,   seeks   to   explain 
actions   which   cannot   be   performed   by   solely   drawing   on   taken­for­granted 
routines.  Simon & March  (1958)  characterised  actions  which were not   routine 












- The  thesis  addresses   the  question of  motivation  as  a  precondition  for 
reproduction of organised action.
- The  examined  cases  are  not   cases  of   individual   actions  but   cases  of 
actions amongst mutually dependent actors who therefore need an element 
of  coordination  between   them.   They   build   on   each   others'   actions. 
Participation   in   a   specific  manner   from  a   certain   number   of   actors   are 
prerequisite for that the activity as a whole can continue.
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define   themselves   as  belonging   to   the   same   formal  organisation   (the  Network 
Group).  There   are   several   reasons   to   focus   on   actors  within   the   same   formal 
organisation;  both  Smircich & Morgan (1982) and Smircich & Stubbart  (1985) 
who   contributed   to   the   subsequent   emphasis   on   shared   sensemaking   in 
organisations   examined   cases   of   formal   organisations.   More   recent   studies, 
however,   have   a   higher   degree   of   an   open­systems   approach.  Rouleau   (2005) 
includes the interaction between middle managers and customers in what affects 
the consolidation of organisational change. I think, however, that a focus on the 
formal  organisation   is   justified  by   that  managers  will   still   have   a   tendency   to 
emphasise the boundaries of the formal organisation and to focus on what they can 
achieve within those boundaries.















tutors.   It   constitutes   an   important   point   for   voluntary   organisations   that   the 
13








come   to   tutor   in   spite  of   a  perceived  high   level   of   noise   so   that   the   activity 
survives. Noise are the sounds the children make when they play or engage in other 
activities   instead   of   doing   their   home  work.   The   second   case   examines   the 
reproduction of having meetings legitimately in spite of the repeated frustrations 
with the low number of tutors who attend meetings. In both cases of organised 








children  experience   that   they get   so   little  help  that   they  will   stop coming and 
thereby fundamentally undermine the reproduction of tuition. Having meetings in 
a legitimate manner is  essential  to the survival of the formal organisation.  The 
survival  of   the  organisation  depends  on   that   someone  “acts”  on  behalf  of   the 
organisation and maintain relations with a number external stakeholders. If these 






The   analysis   builds  on   two   cases   rather   than  one   in  order   to   increase   the 
richness   of   data   obtained.  Although   the   two   cases   are   similar   in   the   aspects 
outlined above they provide a richer insight by focussing on different aspects of 
organised   sensemaking   and   action.  Both   cases   apply   an   analytical   strategy  of 
paying attention to identity formation and the behavioural implications as a central 
aspect  of   the   relation between organised  sensemaking and action.  The case  of 
tutoring in spite of noise is used to explore the role of interaction with external 
stakeholders   in   sensemaking   and   action  when   shared   sensemaking   is   limited. 









co­exist   without   articulated   conflicts   between   the   tutors.   The   tutors   generate 









if   they   were   ever   confronted.   The   loose   coupling   between   actors   (limited 






In   the  meetings   case   the   sensemaking  processes   about   own   and   co­actors' 
actions is analysed as a process of adoption of roles and ascription of roles to co­









ambiguity   in  sensemaking  in   the   two cases  facilitate   rather   than  hinder  shared 
action.
 1.4  The Contributions
















The   thesis   defines   sensemaking   as   processes   of   creating   meaning   with   7 
properties:   grounded   in   identity   construction,   largely   retrospective,   enactive   of 
sensible environments,  social,  ongoing,  focussed on and by extracted cues,  and 
driven by plausibility rather than accuracy (Weick 1995).




able   to   perform   the   assessment   of   the   adaptability   and   resilience   of   the 
organisation he refers to the goals of the formal organisation and survival.
This thesis also examines the reproduction of actions characterised by being 
undertaken by mutually  dependent  actors  within   the  same formal  organisation. 
They   are   coordinated   actions   which   are   reproduced   in   spite   of   experienced 





The   explicitation   of   motivation   and   coordination   as   key   factors   in   the 
relationship   between   sensemaking   and   actions   is   inspired   by   the   sensemaking 





In   1969  Weick   argued   that   double   interacts   and   not   shared   goals   are   the 
precondition for organised action. He, thereby, proposed a model for how actors 
could   reproduce  organised  action  without   sharing   talk.  According  to  Weick  & 
Bougon ”A double interact forms when we discover that I can be a cause of your  




when   actors   identify   variables   in   their   surroundings   and   construct   causal 
connections   between   them.  Weick  &  Bougon   find   that   collective   action  will 
happen if actors mutually see each others' action as instrumental to achieving their 
own goal.   In   this  manner   they   rejected   the  notion   that   shared  action   required 
shared values or a shared organisational culture (Schein, 1985). Weick & Bougon 
identified coordination as the connecting element between sensemaking and joint 
action.   It   is  when  cause  maps   are  coordinated  (through  double   interacts)   that 
concerted   action   is   possible.   The   thesis   discusses   the   adequacy   of  Weick  & 
Bougon's model in the light of the two cases and suggests further developments to 
it.
In   the   analysis   from   1993   of   the  Mann  Gulch   disaster  Weick   emphasises 
another mechanism between sensemaking processes and organised action – that is 




shared   action   is   underlined   that   is   that   sensemaking   generates  motivation  for 
continued action.

















Morrison  & Milliken   (2000)   analyse   an   empirical   case  where   the  minimal 
shared sensemaking is a result of former shared sensemaking that it is unwise to 











the   reproduction   of   organised   action   is   assumed   to   require   shared   articulated 










did,   however,   find   that   the   ability   to   create   new   action   facilitating   roles  was 



















































































































































































































































































































































































promoted   by   shared   meaning   articulated   clearly   and   unambiguously   through 
shared talk. Weick (2005) emphasises the potential for each actor's sensemaking 
which   lies   in   shared   meaning   crystallised   in   language.   He   argues   that   the 





on  overlapping   frames  of  understanding.   It  was   furthermore   analysed  whether 
these frames had been developed through previous shared articulation within the 
formal organisation as in the cases unfolded in other sensemaking studies. The 

























































































































































































































































The   extract   is   included   because   the   sensemaking   process   accompanying   my 
participation in tuition on this first day closely resemble the explanations which are 


























































































with”   the   problem.   For   those   tutors   the   analysis   indicates   that   the  meetings 
functioned   as   a   valve   for   letting   off   steam   about   frustrations   over   noise.  An 
illustration of this is at the meeting on the 15/4/2002 Jane raises the problem of 
noise. It is something she feels she has to “kick in” since it is not on the agenda. 



























There  is  no  mention  of   the  wooden sign  which was  discussed  at   the  previous 
meeting
An older   tutor  participating in   the meeting suggests   that   they should  try  to 
affect a change in the children's current pattern of behaviour so that they stick to 
the original  decision and separate   them based on age.  Sharmeen interrupts   the 
older   tutor   to   explain  why   they   should   live  with   status   quo.  The   older   tutor 
reiterates her point of trying to enforce a change in the behaviour of the children. I 
observed   a   pattern   across  meetings  whereby   the   older   tutors  who   happen   to 
participate   enact   a  more   coherent   organisational   context.   They   enact   that   the 







Days.   Sharmeen,  Morten   and   Signe   will   only   to   a   limited   extent   invest   in 
“hammering out”   (Weick  1995)   longer  unambiguous  cause  chains  at  meetings. 



















in   a  voluntary  organisation.  After  having   tutored  a   couple  of   times   they  have 
become   frustrated  with   the  high   level  of  noise.    As   a  consequence   they  have 
decided  to  initiate   their  own activity:  an  Arts­and­Crafts­Exchange for  women. 





























directly  with   the  Women’s  Club   about  where   and  when   the  Arts   and  Crafts 
Exchange Activity might take place.  The difficulties they experience in making 
sense of tuition and the noise they experience in connection with it does not make 




and Mathilde does not result   in that  the reproduction of tuition is undermined, 
instead it is contained through the establishment of loose couplings.
They do not produce a durable sense of noise and of how the tutors ought to 
handle the noise.  This  is due to  the pattern of  low attendance at meetings and 
limited   communication   across   the   organisation.   Guided   by   Sharmeen   the 
articulation   is   interrupted  and  limited  at  meetings  and  the  solutions  which are 
identified are either live with it or put up a wooden sign. None of the solutions 






















to  be  a   low number  of  participants.  Making   sense  of  meetings  with  only   the 





















by   that   they   to   varying  degrees   have   no   access   to   communication   across   the 
organisation. Since articulated sensemaking during tuition is limited the majority 




their  co­actors   in  relation to Having Meetings.  There are  two subject  positions 






slots.  This   is   not   as   prevalent  with   the   other   tutor,   but   it   is   general   that   the 























not   seem   rationally   necessary.  He   did   not   think   that   the   interaction  with   the 






















herself   as   a   leader  who   encourages   a   flat   structure   consisting   of   autonomous 
groups. She sees it as a virtue to limit the amount of time spent in meetings and 
channel   the   tutors'   time  and   energy   to   tuition   instead.  Sharmeen   refers   to  her 
previous  experience   in   the   squatters   and   feminist  movement  where   centralised 
decision making  is   limited  and performed by  the  ever­changing participants  at 
plenary meetings.
In summary they all, except Mette, make sense of their own position in relation 







Based   on   an   analysis   of   all   the   articulations   of   Having  Meetings   either   at 
interviews   or   during   interaction   at  meetings   or   tuition   the   thesis   identifies   a 






























together   and   get   to   know   one   another,   they   become   demotivated.  Competent  
Management: (Klaus)  foregrounds management structures. Actors who draw on 
the   competent   management   logic   talk   about   competences,   making   strategic 
choices,   being   in   control,   ensuring   coordination,   and  monitoring.  The   subject 





contracts   and   is  merged  with   Sharmeens   experiences   from   the   squatters   and 
feminist   movements.   The   Social   Cohesion   frame   is   also   wide   spread.   The 

















is  subsequently enacted as  someone who­goes­to­meetings.  Signe refuses  to be 















through   distributed   sensemaking   processes   rather   than   through   sensemaking 
shared with their co­actors. This section addresses how  this navigation between 
multiple frames of understanding affect the reproduction of the pattern of Having 
Meetings   in   spite   of   low­attendance.   Based   on   an   analysis   of   sensemaking, 
50








who   participate   in  meetings.   They   enact   that   there   is   an   abundance   of   both 
finances   and  potential   volunteers.  As   a   consequence   tutors   are   not   invited   to 





sensegiver   in   another   way.   Along   with   others   she   stops   extensive   shared 
sensemaking at meetings. She facilitates multiple/open­ended viewing points. In 
this manner she initiates and encourages the production of ambiguity. The case 
indicates   that  when only few issues are perceived  to need  to be unequivocally 









them  through.  Then   the  allocated  monetary   resources  could   run  out.   It  would 

















































































and  meaning   indicating   that   other   tutors  weren't   going   to  meetings   and   that 
meetings were not being held in the organisation it is likely that it would make the 
frame  for   tutoring   illegitimate.   If   they  began   to  enact   that  nobody maintained 
administration and relations to external stakeholders or that decisions were made 
by just one or a few people without any restraint from others it would probably not 
feel   legitimate   within   the   framework   of   a   traditional   association.   From   the 
























meaning   to   cues   indicating   each   others'   actions.    The  motivational   effect   of 
sensemaking   driven   by   these   cues   then   relies   on   that   sense   is   made   in   an 
atmosphere of trust. In an atmosphere of trust such as in this case organisation 
actors display a tendency to make action­reinforcing sense of the cues they “get” as 
to   the  acts  of   their  co­actors  without   seeking articulated  negotiation of   shared 
meaning.
 1.7.10  Summary of the Case of Having Meetings




not  deter   continued organised  action.  These  multiple   frames   range   from being 





The  thesis   identifies  6  mechanisms  through which  this  pattern of  action as 
regards to Having Meetings is reproduced by actors whose actions are motivated 
and coordinated through distributed rather than shared Sensemaking processes.
First   of   all   the   enactment   of   plentiful   resources   reduces   the   felt   need   to 
prioritise and make unequivocal sense about issues at meetings. This means that 
actors   can   continue   to  make   diverse   sense,   actualising   a   range   of   frames   of 
understanding, so the overall   sense made at meetings remains ambiguous. The 
ambiguity is further fuelled by a leader who seeks out physical rather than social 
solutions   to   practical   problems   which   do   not   rely   on   that   the   tutors   agree 
unequivocally to act in a certain manner. Secondly the recurrent enactment of an 
unattainable  House  Host  Day   as   the   solution   to   the   low­attendance  meetings 
enables a sense of doing something which does not necessitate changed action 
because   it   is   enacted   as   an  unattainable   catch  22.  Thirdly   an   institutionalised 





articulated   interaction   and   this   increases   the   organisations   ability   to   navigate 
between   conflicting   institutional   pressures   by   producing   ambiguous   meaning 
which   can   accommodate   competing   frames   of   understanding.   Sixth   the   tutors 
make sense of cues rather than articulated words indicating the acts of enacted co­
actors.   This   too   enables   them   to   makes   sense   of   their   actions   drawing   on 
conflicting frames of understanding.







The whole process was driven by a   tendency  to make action­reinforcing sense 
56
















make   sufficient   sense   to   continue   a   pattern   of   action   in   spite   of   a   perceived 





- Ambiguous   sensemaking   can   support   organised   action.   Actors   can   be 
motivated by taking themselves up in multiple and ambiguous subject positions.
- Viewing   action   promoting   sensemaking   as   being   fuelled   by   identity 
formation rather than by regarding it as fuelled by goal achievement gives a 
deeper understanding.










In   both   empirical   cases   several   actors   draw   on   more   than   one   frame   of 
understanding and take themselves up in multiple subject positions as they make 
sense  of   the   two  issues;  noise  in   tuition and non­attendance  to meetings.  This 
perhaps reflects a more general characteristic of late modern identity formation. 
When identity  is  conceptualised as  contextual  (Davies & Harré,  1990,  Beck & 
Beck­Gernsheim   2002)   and   each   actor   engages   in   many   contexts   it   is   only 
reasonable   to   expect   actualisation   of  multiple   subject   positions  manifested   in 
multiple   frames   of   understanding.   During   the   individual   interviews   these 








That   an   isolated   minority   can   make   decisions   is   accepted   in   the   minimal 
organisation frame, but that is not legitimate in the traditional association frame. 
Both   frames   are   actualised   above   and   the   inbuilt   contradictions   are   handled 
through distancing indicated by laughter. From a sensemaking analytical point of 















went  went  to meetings because  they did not  have  to  be  someone­who­goes­to­
meetings in order to do it. Making it a case of action that is not driven by role­
adaptation but rather driven by the reverse.
Organisations  may   differ   in   terms   of   the   extent   to  which   actors   draw   on 
institutionalised scripts to make sense of their activities. The results of the thesis 




Maitlis   (2005)   found  that  minimal  organisational   sensemaking process  with 
limited   shared   talk   lead   to   fragmented  and ad  hoc  organised  action.  This  was 
supported by the findings of  the  thesis.  For example at  one meeting the  tutors 
decided to reduce noise through the erection of a sign, at the next meeting this was 
forgotten.   The   cases   also   indicate,   however,   that   fragmented   ad   hoc   action 






refraining from enacting the existence of  such a board internally  in  the formal 
organisation.   Whereas   Maitlis   emphasises   resolving   these   contradictions   to 















of  understanding   and   take   themselves  up   in  a   range  of   subject   positions  with 





When   actors   actualise   conflicting   frames   of   understanding   such   as   the 
traditional   association   versus   the  minimal   organisation   in   sensemaking   about 
having  meetings   ambiguous   sensemaking   allows   them   to   continue   to   express 
respect for both frames. Making ambiguous sense is not an ideal way of handling 
conflicting   frames of  understanding  since   it   can   lead   to  a   frustrating   sense  of 
paralysis. In the case of tutoring in spite of noise the tutors also actualised different 
frames   of   understanding   with   conflicting   action   implications.   Whether   to 
discipline the children to be silent to promote learning (the behavioural implication 
of the school frame) or whether to tolerate the noise in an effort to emotionally 























why  the organisation does not  move  towards more shared meaning  in   the way 
Weick (1969/79) anticipated.
- When   actors   enact   that   there   are  of  plenty   resources   it  makes   decision 
making less contentious. Thereby they are less inclined to increase the level of 
articulated interaction. 












to   find   similar  mechanisms   in   other   organisations  where   interaction  with   the 

























impact  of   identity   formation  on   joint   action.  This   is   based  on   a   synthesis   of 
sensemaking  theory with  theory about  discursive  identity   formation  (Davies & 




(1988)   theory   about   subjectivities   as   Weick   suggests   in   1995.   Wiley's 
conceptualisation, however, does not provide tools for identifying and analysing 
behavioural   implications   as   Søndergaard   (2000)   does.   The   analysis   of   the 
behavioural implications of the sense made is particularly central when the thesis 














Lone who imbued it  with   the meaning  that  all   is  well   there others  who go  to 
meetings – so I don't have to. This same indirect responsiveness to enacted co­
actors existed in the noise case but in that case the enacted co­actors were beyond 
the   boundaries   of   the   formal   organisation.   For   example,   when   the   Danish 
Government cut back funding of integration activities some tutors took this as a 
cue   for   sensemaking   about   tuition.   Several   tutors   responded   by   being   more 
motivated to continue to tutor – even if they were put off by the noise. The thesis 






There   is  a  bias   towards   focussing  on   formal  organisations   in   the  sensemaking 












The   interaction   with   external   stakeholders   stabilises   the   reproduction   of 
organised action in another way; the organised action of having meetings was in 





strongly   institutionalised   outside   the   organisation   –   the   traditional   association 
frame   ­   did   not   dominate  within   the   organisation   too  was   that   the  minimal 
organisation frame was re­actualised across time and space by the consultant from 








and   its   external   stakeholders.   The   organised   activities   for  which  mechanisms 
similar to those unfolded in the two cases are likely to work are organised action 
where external  stakeholders  are   firmly structured  in  their  sensemaking  through 
interaction in other arenas. In the having meetings case it is the consultant who is 
embedded   in   the  DRC   and   has   a   long   career   behind   her.   This   stabilises   her 
sensemaking enough to enable her consistently to guide the tutors to draw on the 





by limited shared talk  amongst  the participants  is  a contradiction in  terms.  He 
might protest  that  if  actors do not share  talk about their  activities  they are not 






Another   possible   point   of   criticism   is   that   this   way   of   reasoning   about 
sensemaking   and   organised   action   shows   a   blatant   disregard   for   seeking   to 
optimise   an   objective   quality   of   the   organised   action.   Prioritising   having   an 
organisation  with   diverse   and  multiple   sensemaking   over   having   an   efficient 
organisation is perhaps unusual. On the other hand it is an approach which can be 
relevant to some types of organisations. In the voluntary sector it can be a goal in 
itself   that  an organisation   is  a  platform for  as  many actors'  voluntary  work as 







this   leads   to   sensemaking  processes   in   turn   characterised   by   justification   and 
commitment.   The   thesis   does   not   apply   this   categorisation   to   sensemaking 
processes but assumes a model of ongoing mutual constitution between the two. 
This is in part because it is empirically challenging to analyse an empirical case of 














The   thesis  makes   a   theoretical   contribution   to   organisational   sensemaking 
theory by extending the explanatory power of sensemaking analysis into contexts 













among  several  participants.  This  point,  however,  needs   to  qualified.   It   is   only 
suitable if the following trade­offs are not a deterrent: The organisation is likely to 
have a degree of local adaptability and thereby by locally innovative, but there will 
be   little   scope   for   communicating   these   innovations   to   actors   across   the 
organisation.   The   organisation  will   not   be   able   to   operate   with   precision   or 
optimised   efficiency   since   there   are   limited   control  mechanisms.  The   lack   of 




organisation.  Mintzberg   (1983)   outlines   a   number   of   standardising   procedures 
which do not rely on ongoing shared talk such as training prior to entry. I think 
that for many organisations it is not given how the trade­off should be between 
benefiting   from   limited   investment   in   shared   talk   and   diversity   and  multiple 








empirical   case   organisation  which   the   analysis  will   be   based   on   is   relevant. 
Existing research in sensemaking theory will be unfolded and discussed in depth in 
chapter 2.











accumulated sense made about  the organisation and its  context will  experience 
intense sensemaking processes.






each   expect   to   gain   from   the   group   action.   In   that  manner   actors  meet   over 
common means (the group actions they undertake together) rather than common 





acting   in   collective   structures   too.  He   argues   that:   Actors   have   diverse   ends 
initially, as they meet around partaking in collective means, and then (possibly) 
develop   collective   ends.   Sensemaking   theory   is   distinguished   from   Decision 























it   is   a   process   he   does   not   investigate   further.   In   1979,  Weick   focussed   on 
examining processes of making sense, on an individual or a group level. 











So  in  1995 (inspired by Czarniawska,  1992) Weick emphasises   that  actors  can 
share   experiences   and   even   joint   sayings,   but   that  meaning   tends   to  be  more 
idiosyncratic.   This   is   in   contrast   to   the   assumptions   from   1979   about   group 
development embedded in the Divergence­Convergence model. The arrows on the 
Divergence­Convergence model indicate that we can expect a movement towards 






The   case   I   will   present   in   this   thesis   aims   to   (1)   add   nuances   to   our 
understanding of whether sensemaking processes in organisations move through a 
cycle   of   convergence   (on   action)   and   divergence   (on   meaning)   towards 
convergence on meaning (Weick, 1979:91) and (2) provide an empirical example 



















































of   volunteers   who   prefer   to   zap   from   one   organisation   to   the   next   without 





































then normally one or   two other  volunteers  who have participated in a meeting 








it   tends   to  be   the   same  small   group  of   tutors  who  participate   in   those  cross­











































































On a  more  individual   level   the  tutors  experience   the following obstacles   to 
tutoring: 






















According   to  Weick   actors  need  meetings  and   shared   talk   to  make   sense  and 
reduce   confusion   in   ambiguous   situations.   Whereas   Sharmeen   suggests   that 
meetings take more energy from action than they give.
They  may  not  be   in  disagreement.  Here  Weick  does  not   explore   actors'   in 
organisations   ability   to   live  with   ambiguity.  Weick   focusses   on   organisational 
situations where actors seek shared meaning and less confusion. Whereas I explore 
a   situation  where  actors   live  with  confusion  and do not   seek  shared  meaning. 
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So we have a  case of a young organisation,  wherein  the actors  are exposed to 
disruptions that create uncertainty but there is little communication between actors 
















best   in  postmodern  organisational  contexts.  The  theoretically   inspired  curiosity 
stems from that in this case it seems that the reproduction of organised action can 
coexist with low levels of articulated interaction. The other force propelling me 





dialogue between  theory  and  the empirical  case.   In order  to do  that   I   identify 
central   theoretical   concepts   and   existing   explanations   of   causal   connections 
between   them.   I   then   approach   the   empirical   case   both   to   compare   existing 
research  to  the case and attempt   to generate  new insights  which can  be  tested 
further  by fellow researchers.  To be able   to generate new theoretical   insights  I 
approach the empirical analysis in an open­minded manner. My research question 
is  of   the nature:  Something unexpected  is  happening here.  Organised action  is 
undertaken in spite of limited sharing. There must be other mechanisms at play 
than is normally assumed. What are they? Do they work differently?









and   “Sensemaking   in   Organizations”   (1995).   The   third   section   presents   the 
answers to the research question implied in other works of Weick and co­authors. 




















whether   actors   spend   a   great   deal   of   time   talking   to   each  other,   sharing   and 
creating   a   language   together   to   describe  what   they   perceive   to   be   issues   of 
common   concern,   or  whether   they   silently   interact,  making   sense   of  puzzling 
issues and everyday actions without discussing them with other actors in the same 
formal   organisation.   Maybe   actors   in   an   organisation   where   things   are   not 
discussed much use past experience or discussion­partners outside the organisation 

























The process of   stabilising patterned activities    which contribute to the survival     
of   the   formal  organisation     and   to   achieving   its   overall   purpose   in  which  one     
actor's ability to undertake their part is dependent on the actions of other actors 
within the formal organisation.
Actors  must  be  dependent  on   the  actions  of  co­actors  before   I  define  it  as 














Scott   suggests   that   there   are   three   different   ways   to   conceptualise   the 
organisation: 










The   first   concept   of   organisation   I   shall   apply   in   the   analysis   is   a 
















I will  not assess effectiveness.  I  will  not give advice as  to how to optimise 
coordinated action. I am not interested in evaluating the effect of the organised 
action.  I  will,   however,   try   to   understand  how organised   action   is   reproduced 












of  organised action,   is  affected by the meaning they attribute  to  their  action.  I 
believe an important part of the sense they make of their actions is whether and 
how they perceive it to be part of joint action. 




actors   feel   they  act   together  with,  and  how?)  –   the  product  of  a   sensemaking 
process   –   affects   the   reproduction   of   organised   action.   Does   it   affect   their 
contribution to the reproduction of organised action?
It follows from the above that to understand how the formal organisation can 








Weick   shares   a   realist   element   with  my   approach,   by   asking   how   action 
becomes coordinated. To answer it the researcher will install a distinction between 
what   contributes   to   coordinating   action   and   what   does   not.   Researchers   are 
unlikely to base this distinction between what actors partaking in the coordinated 
action perceive is contributing or not to the coordination of action. Since that could 
lead   to   circular   reasoning   á   la   actors   act   together   because   they   feel   they   act 
together.   The   actors'   perception   is   almost   certainly   a   factor   in   how   action   is 














organisation   –  which   too   is   a   social   construction.  Actors'   sensemaking   about 






























they  act.  They  then  monitor   the  effects  of   their  actions  and  adjust   subsequent 
decision making based on that feed back.
The model of rational decision making was formulated by Simon in 1957 as he 

















sensemaking   in   their   understanding   of   processes   of   organising.   Processes   of 
sensemaking   are   usually   part   of   the   decision  making   processes,   but   not   all 
sensemaking  processes  are  aimed  at   solving  problems.  As  we shall   see   in   the 















organisation   requires   two counterbalancing movements:  Division  of   labour  and 
coordination. He argues that coordination of divided job functions can take place 








Mintzberg   argues   that   the   mix   of   coordination   mechanisms   depends   on   the 
complexity of the work – the more complex the work is the further down the list 
will   the coordination mechanism be found. If  we were  to characterise  the case 





these   circumstances.  However,   the   type  of   sensemaking   characterised  by   little 
articulated   communication   both   amongst   volunteers   and   between   leader   and 
volunteers   indicates   that   coordination  might   take   place   through   some   type   of 
standardisation or unarticulated mutual adjustment rather than mutual adjustment. 
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Mintzberg   provides   a   vocabulary   for   discussing   coordination  mechanisms. 
Coordination mechanisms of some kind must form part of what enables organised 

















the spread of   institutionalised  logics.  They find  that   the  institutional   logic   that 
orders action in a single organisation is subject  to  local negotiations of several 





to explain how a certain   type of   limited shared sensemaking can  facilitate   the 
reproduction of organised action.
From highlighting   how  macro   level   structures   affected   local   organisational 
structures   neo­institutional   theory   is   now  being   developed   in   the   direction   of 
understanding   micro­   and   organisational   level   processes   too.   The   following 
contributions form part of this movement: Translation processes (Czarniawska & 
Sevón,   1996;   Borum   &   Westenholz,   1995);   how   new/potential   macro­level 
87
institutional ideas grow out of local micro­processes (Boxenbaum, 2004); or even 
seeking   to   transcend   the  distinction   (Westenholz,   2006);   and  how  institutional 
fields develop around issues (Hoffman, 1999). 
Following a line of enquiry similar to Hoffman analysing how an institutional 
field develops around  the negotiation of  an  issue,  a  branch of  neo­institutional 
theory  now also  draws  on  discourse   analysis.   In   that   line  of   analysis   historic 
changes in institutionalised discourse is being explored (Peter Kjær, 2005). 
I mention the discursive turn in neo­institutional theory in particular because I 
draw on  theory about   the  discursive production of   selves   in  analysing   identity 
formation as part of the sensemaking process.
In spite of a recent focus on micro processes as well as macro processes Neo­





From a  Neo­institutional  point  of  view  it   is  not  puzzling   that   actors   in  an 











neo­institutional   theory   is   that   in   sensemaking   theory   it   is   not   assumed   that 














ideas  Weick   draws  on   regarding  what   is  minimally   required   for   an   organised 
system to be reproduced. The ideas are both fundamental to sensemaking theory 
and   they   are   directly   relevant   to   the   research   question,   as   far   as   they   have 







discussed   in   section   3.3.4.   Those   key   sensemaking   concepts   are   “the   seven 
properties of sensemaking”. As en extension of the discussion of the property of 







the   sharing   of   meaning   (Smircich  &  Morgan,   1985)   or   through   inter­woven 
patterns of taken­for­granted routine actions (Westley, 1990).
To focus further on the conceptualisation of shared talk in sensemaking theory 



















Whereas  Neo­institutional   theory,   as  mentioned   in   the   previous   section,   is 
positioned   at   the   structuralist   end   of   the   spectrum   of   organisation   studies, 





























Sensemaking   theory  was  developed  by  Karl  Weick.  Weick  had   a  profound 
influence on organisational theory in general by insisting on analysing organisation 
as  processes  of   social   construction   (Clegg,  Hardy,  & Nord,  1996:2).  His  most 




his   time sought   to understand why actors  acted as   they did.  The second book 
reflect a general shift towards a more cognitive focus on the way actors think and 
perceive.

















be   the  meaning  of   “the   perpetuation   of   interlocked  behavior”)   the   underlying 
sensemaking processes do not have to produce shared meaning. Weick's point is, 
inspired by Allport (1962), that the crucial requirement for coordinated stabilised 


























































how   actors   attach   meaning   to   something.   However,   there   is   the   important 
difference that sensemaking is enactive of sensible environments (Weick, 1995). 








































To   analyse   the   drive   in   sensemaking   provided   by   identity   formation   I   take 
inspiration from theory about the discursive production of selves (Davies & Harré, 
1990; Søndergaard, 2000; Elliott, 2001). 
Davies   &   Harré   develop   poststructuralist   discourse   analysis.   It   is 
poststructuralist in the sense that they emphasise both the social restraints and the 








through   different   types   of   sensemaking   processes.   I   don't   just   get   access   to 
accounts that are fragmented or rich or not rich as Maitlis indicated. I also get 
access   to  which  subject  positions  are  made  available  and  taken up by various 
actors,  which again makes it possible to analyse how the way actors partake in 












As   the   focus   of   the   analysis   is   the   relation   between   sensemaking   and   the 
reproduction of organised action I am particularly interested in which actions the 
identity formation process renders recognisable. I suggest that in the analysis it 






















This   property   highlighted   by  Weick   links   sensemaking   and   organised   action 
differently   than   rational  decision  making   theory37.   In   rational  decision  making 
37 As introduced on page 84.
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significant   because   the   sensemaking   processes   accompanying   the   coordinated 
action only seem to be shared in a very limited sense. There is not much shared 
articulation of the organised action and understandings are diverse. The way that 





of  as  an overly  individual  pursuit.  However,  he argues,   it   is  profoundly social. 
Weick underlines with reference to Blumer (1969) and Mead (1934) that a sense of 
self   is   profoundly   social.  We  only   have   a   sense   of   self   because  we  have   the 
capacity to look at ourselves from the perspective of imagined others.






Symbolic   interactionism   is   one   of   the   main   sources  Weick   refers   to   for 















Most   sensemaking   research   has   examined   groups   characterised   by   much 
articulated interaction and shared sensemaking, where the interactive articulated 
social   aspect   of   sensemaking  was   very  manifest   (Smircich  &  Morgan,   1982; 
Smircich & Stubbart, 1985; Donnellon et. al. 1986; Maitlis, 2005; Schall, 1983). 
This   thesis  will  make  a  contribution  by analysing  a  group of  actors   acting 
together   but   not   articulating  meaning   together.  What   distinguishes   articulated 
















kind  of   limitlessness   to  the  sensemaking concept  –  are  all  cognitive  processes 
sensemaking processes? Is sensemaking never ending and ever beginning? In order 






life   feels   like   plain   sailing   then  we   are   not   engaged   in   intense   sensemaking 
processes. This distinction enables us to distinguish between sensemaking and non 
sensemaking.





















sequences   that   prompts   sensemaking.  This   initial   intense   sensemaking  process 
could   also   be   sensemaking   occasioned   by   socialisation.   Schutz'   essay   “The 
Stranger” (1962) describes how a newcomer gradually develops a cognitive map of 
a new social context and of himself in it. 
It   would   be   tempting   to   operate   with   two   distinct   types   of   sensemaking 














is  interpreted (attaching meaning).  The enacted cue then subsequently alter   the 
perception of the context in a dialectic process.
3.3.4.7 Driven by Plausibility rather than Accuracy


















organising.  Actors  make   sense   in   and   enact  many   different   contexts,   not   just 
organisations,  and sensemaking processes need not be processes of  organising. 
































It   is  one of Wiley's main contributions  to define and highlight  this level as 















In   the  analysis  of,   for   example,   interview data   I  would  view narratives  which 
constitute  the self   through membership of  various enacted social  entities as an 











































the   interplay   between   different   types   of   subjectivity   during   interviews   and 































inside   actors   heads   and   instead   explores   what   is   manifest   in   language   –   in 



























I   am  tracing   the   influence   sensemaking  has  on   the   reproduction  of  organised 
action.  That  means   I   pay  particular   attention   to  which  sensemaking  processes 
enable   actors   to  make   sense   of   theirs'   and   others'   behaviour   in   a  way  which 
encourages them to continue acting within the same context43  and what (which 
sensemaking processes)   induce actors  to continue to fulfil   roles,   to act  so  they 
uphold a pattern of organised action?
The way Weick describes processes of organising as bridging intersubjectivity 









to   the   analysis   it   is   important   to  distinguish   between  whether   actors  draw on 
frames   generated   inside   or   outside   the   formal   organisation.  This   is   because   I 
question the centrality of sensemaking processes within the formal organisation for 
the reproduction of organised action. 
As   we   shall   see   later   in   the   discussion   of   the   contributions   from   other 
sensemaking theorists Smircich & Morgan (1982) propose that it is important that 
leaders provide frames and identify cues for employees to make sense of so that 
shared   meaning   is   promoted   within   the   organisation   and   organised   action 
reproduced  effectively.  That  means   that  Smircich & Morgan emphasise   shared 
meaning   in   the   sense   of   shared   frames   and   shared   focus   on   cues   and   they 
emphasise the importance of frames generated within the formal organisation.









the   key   elements   in   the   empirical   analysis   will   be   the   frames  which   actors 
actualise. I will also analyse the origins of the frames in terms of whether they are 








Orton  &  Weick   (1990)   argue   that   units   in   coupled   social   systems   can   be 











degree  of   responsiveness.  The   relationship  between   loosely  coupled  units   in  a 
system  was   suggested   in   the   article   “Management   of  Change   among  Loosely 







































possible   for  action   to  become coordinated   in  a  world of  multiple   realities  –   it 

















organisation   seemingly  without  much   shared   sensemaking   could   be   that   there 
simply  isn't  much occasion  for   sensemaking be  it  based  on   interaction  or  not. 





















on   their   interpretations   (figure   1   page   262)   and   that   it   is   these   interpretation 
leaders should try to affect if they want to secure the reproduction of organised 
action.
Smircich & Morgan argue  that  multiple  and contradictory  interpretations  in 
organisations   are   common   and   can   undermine   organised   action.   “Organised 
action” defined by Smircich & Morgan is action undertaken by various members 
of the organisation based on shared meaning and aimed at achieving the overall 
goals  of   the organisation.  As  they  include shared meaning  in   the definition of 




Smircich & Morgan's  contribution  is central   to  this   thesis  because  they  too 
focus  on  how sensemaking   affects   the   reproduction  of  organised   action.  They 
highlight   how   diverse   sensemaking   in   the   formal   organisation   can   stop   the 
113
management   reaching   the   goals   of   the   organisation.   This   can   happen   if,   for 







influential  management,   and  on   the  other  hand  a  more   inclusive   sensemaking 
process which invites all actors to participate.
























In   the  quote Smircich & Morgan emphasise   that  action should  be  “guided by  





















































continue   to  act   as   they  are  acting.  This   continuation  of  ongoing  action   is   the 
reproduction of organised action.




that   strategic  management   (can   and   should)   shape   the   sensemaking   processes 
leading   to   shared  meaning  within   the   organisation   and   thereby   encourage   the 
reproduction of organised action.
Both  Smircich & Morgan  and  Smircich  & Stubbart   emphasise  how shared 
meaning is essential to the reproduction of organised action. That is what I want to 
question.  Rasmussen et al  sketch  the possibility of   that  distributed meaning as 


















Rasmussen   et   al   argue   that  distributed   decision  making  without   a   central 
controlling   agent   (as   opposed   to   shared   decision   making)  can  support   the 
117
reproduction   of   organised   action.  To  optimize   the   functioning  of   this   type   of 
organisation subunits must be self­organising and adaptive to the problems they 











Rasmussen et  al  are not  able   to explain  why a new organisation with  little 
communication is able to sustain organised action even when it faces problems 
which must be solved. According to Rasmussen et al especially new organisations 
would   require  high   levels  of   communication   to  develop   subunits   and   relations 
between subunits which could sustain distributed decision making.
Rasmussen   et   al's   approach   departs   significantly   from   a   sensemaking 
perspective: Rasmussen et al assume that information is “out there” ­ they apply no 
concept  of  enactment.  They assume  that   the  best basis   for  organised  action   is 
optimised problem solving through improved information processing. 
Whereas   Smircich  &  Morgan   (1982)   and   Smircich  &  Stubbart   (1985)   are 
concerned with which types of interaction and sensemaking could create enough 
meaning   to   underpin   organised   action,  Rasmussen   et   al   (1991)   focus   on   how 
organisations can handle complex decision making in an optimised way. I believe 







When   the   organisation   faces   ambiguity45  Weick   (1995)   recommends   that   it 





























































Gerstein,  2002;  Bauman,  2001).   I   think   this   is   also   reflected   in  my empirical 
findings.









Whereas   Eisenberg   has   specialised   in   the   analysis   of   organisational 
















uses   the   example   of  musicians   jamming   to   illustrate   coordinated   action   in   a 








● Skill   level:   The   actors   must   posses   a   sufficient   skill   level   which 
engenders a logic of confidence which can decentralise and liberate actors.
● Structure: “This improvisational freedom is only possible against a well­











● Surrender:   Surrender   of   control   and   thus   the   suspension   of   self 
consciousness   “facilitates   seamless   coordination...(Eisenberg,   1990:157)”. 
Eisenberg draws on Eastern philosophy to make the point that consciousness 
gets in the way of acting. He also argues that surrender and the suspension 
of   self   consciousness   allows   a   sense   of   community   without   cognitive 
sharing. 
Eisenberg   focusses   on  ways   to   reduce   self   consciousness,   and   thereby   enable 
jamming. He is looking for ways to liberate us from ourselves. He argues that this 
is   important   because   undertaking   self­disclosure   deflates   action   (Eisenberg 
122









case   organisation:   “We   prioritise   action   over   sharing   to   preserve   energy.”. 
Whether such a inverse causality between sharing and acting exists remains to be 
explored in the empirical analysis.
The  quote   from Sennett   is   from 1978.  Today  late  modernity   is  assumed  to 
engender a need for self expression (Beck, 2001; Beck, Giddens & Lash, 1994) 
rather than a need to get to know others.

















Stubbard  (1985)  and share  the  same ambition   to develop a  cognitive   focus  on 
organisations. Like Smircich & Stubbard (1985) and Smircich & Morgan (1982) 
Donnellon   et   al   are   inspired  by  Weick's  book   from 1979  about   cognition   and 
organisation. 
Like Smircich & Morgan, Smircich & Stubbard and my thesis Donnellon et al 
are   concerned   with   the   connection   between   meaning   and   organised   action. 





However,   they   discovered   that  meaning   amongst   actors   deciding   to   undertake 
organised action was diverse,  and so it  seemed like shared meaning was  not  a 
prerequisite for organised action. Further analysis of the communication amongst 
actors deciding to undertake organised action revealed that they did not need to 
share   interpretations   of   the   prospective   organised   action,   they   just   needed   to 
attribute equifinal meaning to their joint action.











Whereas  Smircich  & Morgan   (1982)   emphasised  more  participative  yet   leader 
driven sensemaking processes.
















The   two  middle   behaviours   “logical   argument”   and   “affect  modulation”   both 
represent   situations  where  meanings   end   up   being   shared   because   they   both 
describe mechanisms that change the interpretation a person has. Whereas the first 
and last behaviour; “the use of metaphors” and “linguistic indirection” seem to 










before.   In  Donnellon   et   al's   case   there   is  much   communication   that   leads   to 
agreement on action but not on interpretation of that action. In my case there is 








Morrison   &   Milliken   (2000)   studied   how   sensemaking   mechanisms   in   an 








lack  of   ideas,   employees  who  are  not   feeling  valued,   and   employees  who  are 
experiencing a lack of control and cognitive dissonance between their actions and 
their beliefs. These downsides to organisational silence are all linked to a lack of 
pluralism  within   the   organisation.  Morrison  &  Milliken   argue   that   creating   a 
climate of speaking up and sharing would ameliorate this. 
As the climate of silence is characterised by (two) shared beliefs the climate is 













an   important   point:   that   sensemaking  processes  may  vary   from  issue   to   issue 
within one formal organisation.
Maitlis identifies four different types of sensemaking processes characterised 
by   “the   degree   to  which   leaders   and   stakeholders   engage   in  “sensegiving”   ­  
attempts  to  influence others'  understandings of an issue” (Maitlis  2005:28).  So 
whereas  Donnellon   et   al   focussed   on   communication  mechanisms   (producing 


















that   she  places  herself  as  part  of  a   recent   trend  in  organisation  studies  which 























● Emergent   series   of 
consistent actions







● One­time   action   or 
planned   set   of   consistent 
actions






● Multiple,   narrow 
accounts
● Emergent   series   of 
inconsistent actions




























level  of ambiguity  in meaning they produce.  Maitlis  conceptualised this  as  the 
difference between unitary or multiple accounts (of issues). She had found that 































































It   is possible that  there are issues which if  unequivocally resolved by either 
leaders or stakeholders would compromise certain perhaps fundamental values or 
frames.   For   example  Maitlis  mentions   an   issue  with   certain  members   of   the 















sensemaking   process   where   the   sensemaker   does   not   engage   in   articulated 
interaction with the enacted significant others (Molin, 2004). On the other hand if 
we say shared meaning we indicate something about the sensemaking process – 
we  indicate   that   sharing  of  meaning has   taken place.  Actors  who hold  shared 
meaning have not by chance made similar sense – they have developed that sense 
though an interactive process with each other – hence shared meaning. In the table 

































● Shared   Meaning  produced   and   reproduced   through   shared  talk, 
discourse, and articulated interaction within the formal organisation.
● Equal   Meaning  not   necessarily   produced   within   the   formal 
organisation:  Scripts,   schemata,   and   routines.   They   can   have   action 
implications   for   organised   action   like   shared  meaning,   but   they   are   not 
necessarily   reproduced   through   articulated   interaction  within   the   formal 
organisation.
Shared Meaning will   in  this  thesis  indicate similar meaning developed through 
articulated interaction amongst actors.
Equal  Meaning   will   indicate   similar   meaning   held   by   actors   undertaking 







































defined   in   this   thesis.   I  wanted   to   avoid   tautological   definitions  which makes 
sensemaking   a   quality   of   organised   action,   such   as:   This   is   organised   action 
because it is socially constructed as organised action, and it is socially constructed 




The process of   stabilising patterned activities    which contribute to the survival     
of   the   formal  organisation     and   to   achieving   its   overall   purpose   in  which  one     
actor's ability to undertake their part is dependent on the actions of other actors 
within the formal organisation.
Identifying   activities   as   patterned   requires   a  measure   of   realism   and   so   does 
gauging whether the action contributes to the survival of the organisation. It does 
not mean that  I  claim that   there are  true answers out  there  to be found. But I 
present my construction of them as a researcher. 
The last requirement in my definition of organised action can be summarised as 
a   type   of   mutual   dependency.   It   is   distinct   from   the   definition   of   mutual 






acted differently”.  In  the empirical  analysis of   this  project   the  identification of 





challenging   this   and   present   them.   In   this   way   I   will   suggest   new  ways   of 
understanding how sensemaking processes relate to the reproduction of organised 
action.
If   I   had   applied   a   definition   of   organised   action   based   on   the   social 
constructions of the actors I would have been blind to mechanisms, of which they 
are not aware, which contribute to ordering their actions.  




into a more detailed discussion of  them in  the sections below. But here I  will 
discuss ontological aspect of them.
he   interviews  provide   two  kinds   of  data.  They  provide   self   narrations   and 
enactments of contexts. The other type of data they provide is information about 
who interacts with whom, when, and about what. They give us a hint about which 


























these  interactions  in a similar  manner.   I  have planted questions about  concrete 











































possible   how   minimal   sensemaking   processes   relate   to   the   reproduction   of 
organised action.  This  includes analysing whether  there are hitherto  ignored or 














unemployment.   Even   though   the   exit   costs   (Hirshman,   1970)   in   a   for­profit 
organisation   are   higher   because   they   involve   loss   of   wages.   That   the   case 
organisation is voluntary organisation means that actors exiting the organisation 
are one of the major threats to the reproduction of organised action. As opposed to 







that   it   is  something which should be managed.  This   is   in accordance with  the 
expressions of those who bring up “the issue of Noise” at meetings. Several tutors 
identified  Noise   as   an   issue.   I   did   not   plan   to   ask   the   tutors   about   noise   in 
connection with tuition. The questions I used with the tutors were aimed at getting 
then to talk about  the issues in connection with tutoring which were most salient 
to   them.  And  across   the  board   they  mentioned noise  or   something  equivalent. 
However,   they  may have gone   to  the  meetings   for  another   reason   (a  crush  on 


































physical   layout   of   the   room   itself   as   an   important   organising   factor,   which 
contributed   to  why   the   organization   could   function   in   such   a   non­verbalised 







tutoring  with   other   volunteers.  Only   then   did   I   proceed   to   interview  what   I 
perceived as more central members who would sometimes show up at meetings. 




organisational   context.   It   also   gave   an   insight   into   what   a   wide   range   of 
communities   seemed   important  when   they   explained  who   they   felt   they  were 
relating   to   through   the   activity.  When   they   expressed   sense   they   had  made   I 
pursued which arena they had made this sense in. Had they discussed the issue 
with others? Experienced similar issues before? This was in order to examine the 








of   the   traditional   association50  there   was   a   big   variety   in   the   way   they 
conceptualised   the   organisation   of   their   volunteers.   I   then   identified   the 
organisation where it seemed like the local groups had the most autonomy. This 
was   to   be   found   in   an   organisation   which   had   no   history   as   a   traditional 
association; the Danish Refugee Council51. 


















































as   freely   as   possible   to   get   as   close   as   possible   to   what   they   would   have 
constructed had I  not  interfered.  This   is  of  course a  vain ambition since I  co­
construct the phenomenon I analyse by the very act of pointing it out as worthy of 
analysis and creating an arena like the interview. 
I  conducted 16 individual   interviews.  All  were recorded on tape (this being 
2002)   and   subsequently   transcribed  verbatim.  This   generated   some  250  pages 





















































I  was also  interested in  the processes by which actors  produced  this sense – I 














































interested   in   it  was   important   that   I   did   not   interfere  more   than   I   had   to   by 
identifying certain arenas as significant such as meetings. I always explained my 
reason for being present and asked for permission to remain.
My policy of  as   little   interference as  possible  was challenged on occasions 







I  have participated  in  giving  tuition  to  the children  in  all   three   locations.   I 
subsequently wrote down what happened and how I felt. I used an extract of these 
148





Because of  the fragmented nature of  the Network Group I made sure I  sought 
permission for being there at each occasion for observation. It wasn't sufficient to 
























well   the   theoretical  approach  I   take.   I  am following a  more discursive   turn   in 
sensemaking  theory (Weick 2004) where  the production and sharing of   text   is 
central.
I particularly emphasise the level or articulated interaction as an indicator of 





in   the  observations  of   tuition  and  interaction  with  stakeholders.   I  will  only   to 
limited   extent   analyse   sensemaking   that   takes   place   through   unarticulated 
interactions. Where actors affect the sense they each make through body language, 
facial expressions etc. I do not have empirical data to conduct that type of analysis. 










coherence  in   the group.  But   tutoring  is   reproduced and  the  process  of  Having 
Meetings also hobbles along.







Other  Danish   researchers  have  used   individual   interviews   to  analyse  young 
peoples  motives   to   engage   in   voluntary,   political   or   union  work.   I   have   been 
inspired by these works and will therefore spend some time to position the project 
in relation to them. 
Jens Christian Nielsen published his  Ph.D.  Dissertation   in  2002: “Ungdom, 
demokrati   og   fagbevægelse   –   ny   (arbejder)ungdom   og   demokratiske 
læreprocesser”. He evaluated a concrete project55 aimed at involving more youth in 
union  work.  He   interviewed   12   politically   active   youths  who  were   chosen   to 
represent   diversity   along   various   dimensions.   J.C.   Nielsen   worked   with 


























categories   and   themes.   However,   my   ontological   approach   to   the   interview 
material is less realist and more social constructivist. I will not be inferring that a 
prior  membership of   the student council  makes  it  more or   less   likely  that  one 
would do voluntary work subsequently. I will  analyse how the volunteers make 
prior activities perform at the interview. Do they use the prior involvement/non­











their  participation  in   the voluntary sector  comes from (again)  J.C.  Nielsen,  A. 
Højholdt,   and   B.   Simonsen   2004:   ”Ungdom   og   foreningsliv:   Demokrati   – 
fællesskab – læreprocesser”. They have investigated 10 associations 5 through in 












































to make sense of   the up coming activity.  They were seven  to nine  tutors  who 




stand   up   to   boundary­testing   teenagers.   This   impacted   the   ordering   af   their 
activities to the point where they sought to always have male tutors present during 
tuition.  As   they   began   to   enact   specific   innate   abilities   in  maths   versus   the 
humanities they had a tendency to enact that those differences too were gender­















































That   sensemaking   is   retrospective   means   that   when   I   want   to   analyse   the 
characteristics of sensemaking processes related to joint action I will never have 
access   to   how   the   actors   thought   about   the   action   independently   of   having 









to   analyse   why   actors   choose   to   participate   in   joint   action   in   voluntary 
organisations,   and  most  of   them  rely  on  questionnaires   typically  asking  “what 
is/was your motivation for joining organisation X?”.
Researchers  and practitioners  ask   this  question  to  identify  characteristics  of 
preferences that will make people more inclined to join voluntary organisations. 
This ignores the likelihood that people may join by chance and subsequently make 
sense   of   their   joining   in   social   interaction   with   others   in   the   organisation 
(Habermann,  2001).  And   that   this   sense  probably  changes  over   time,  and  will 
change depending on the context in which actors are asked to articulate the sense 
they have made. 


















As I  argued  in  chapter   two we only have  little  understanding of  how minimal 
shared sensemaking relates to the reproduction of organised action – that will be 
the   contribution   of   this   thesis.   Much   more   is   known   about   how   shared 
sensemaking processes facilitates organised action. In this chapter I have selected a 
case of reproduction of organised action which is reproduced by actors who only 
communicate   very   little   with   each   other.   By   understanding   through   which 
processes they make sense of the organised action they participate in I hope to 
contribute   to   an  understanding  of  how  fragmented  and  dispersed   sensemaking 
processes relate to the reproduction of organised action. 














investigation  of   the   reproduction of   the  organised  act  of   tutoring  in  spite  of  a 
perceived high level of Noise – a far more obvious choice of organised action. 




There   is   another   reason   for   choosing  Having  Meetings   as   a   case.  Having 
Meeting is a central activity in a voluntary organisation:  The tutors themselves 
divide   activities   related   to   the   formal   organisation   into   two:   The   activity   of 
tutoring, and the activity of Having Meetings/  “organising”57.  It   is common for 
practitioners and researchers alike in the Danish Voluntary Sector to divide the 
basic   activities   related   to   voluntary  work   like   this   (e.g.  Nielsen,  Højholdt  & 
Simonsen, 2005). 
In  the professional  sector (public and private)  it   is  perhaps  less common to 
regard the act of formally organising activities (Having Meetings) as an activity in 
its own right. However, in the voluntary sector it can not be taken for granted that 
this   task   of   formally   organising   activities   will   be   undertaken58.   Voluntary 
organisations have closed down because of a lack of volunteers who would go­to­
meetings.   It   therefore becomes more  interesting   to question how the  organised 
action of “Having Meetings” is reproduced.
5.1.1. A Definition of Having Meetings
The  organised  action   that   is  unfolded  in   this  case   is   the  act  of  having  formal 































Having Meetings forms a  repeated pattern.  As we shall  see  in  the case  the 
actors enact that some kind of meetings are held in the formal organisation on a 
regular basis. 
Having   Meetings   in   the   formal   organisation   affects   the   survival   of   the 
organisation. As we shall see the sense that there are meetings lends legitimacy to 
the organisation as a social construction – members feel they have influence, and 



































very   same phenomenon.   I  will   join   the   two  and   subsequently   see   if   this   case 
generates   new   insights.   In   chapter   two   I   presented   how   various   sensemaking 
theorists think that sensemaking processes relate to the reproduction of organised 
action. Here I will briefly outline how Weick touches upon this issue at various 

















































Many  of  my   readers  will   have   experienced   for   themselves   that   social   science 





































Kutz uses  the example  to  illustrate  that  actors  can act   together  without  mutual 
responsiveness.   I,  however,  would   say   that   even  in   the  plant­watering  example 
above there is responsiveness to the other actor during execution. There may not be 









responsive  if   they did not  alter   their  actions,  but   just  felt  uneasy because  they 
realised that the joint action they set out to participate in might fail. 









If  I  enact  cues indicating that  others act  differently to what I  expected when I 
planned my actions, then I am responsive and change my line of action (to use a 





















because   there   are   “silent”   mechanisms   guiding   the   actions   of   all   tutors; 
mechanisms which are not reproduced through ongoing shared talk. This could 
explain why they can act together while sharing so little communication. In order 








Suad,   a  mother   from   a  Women's   Club   in  Vestplanen   initiates   getting   female 
















The  meeting   is   also   enacted   by   several   actors   as   the   occasion  where   the 
Minimal model was decided upon. I will therefore analyse it more on page 177.















This quote about what  the  tutors should do if  they can not come to a meeting 
represents   a   script   for   those  who­do­not­go­to­meetings.   If   they  have   ideas  or 
comments (for the meetings) they should contact their House Host or Sharmeen. 








































































and the House Hosts).  The two lines   also  indicate which issues the tutors are 























flow  from meetings   to   tutors.   If   the   tutors  wanted   to   contribute   to  what  was 
announced to be discussed at meetings they could either attend the meeting or tell 
their  House  Host   or   call   the   contact   person   directly.   By   enacting   that   these 
mechanisms are actually used non­participation in meetings can be taken to signal 
170
that   the non­participants  have nothing new to add,  and that   they endorse what 
others do at their behalf at meetings.
The  system  is   targeted  at  ensuring  sufficient  attendance   to   tuition   ­  and  to 






affiliated   groups   was   looser   than   in   most   of   the   other   national   voluntary 
organisations. There is a decoupling between the national level and independent 
smaller local units. So I imagined that there was a good chance that a unit under 

























and   reflects   elements   from  the  way   the  DRC  itself   is  Having  Meetings.  One 







DRC changes and new partners (the  local  councils)  emerge. As a response the 



































































The   relationship   between   the   DRC   and   the   local   units   is   replicated   in   the 
relationship   between   the   local   units   and   the   volunteers.   They   too   enter   a 




























Dorthe   mentions   this   as   being   part   of   the   contract   between   volunteer   and 
organisation. The contract contains a paragraph where the volunteer agrees to a 
professional secrecy (they refrain from divulging information about the recipients 




























































































quote  Weick   outlines   a   connection   between   an   earlier   process   or   articulated 
crystallisation which provides the texts which can be reproduced subsequently by 
actors enacting a collectivity for whom the texts are relevant.





In   this   way   the   Information  Meeting   is   taken   up   as   a   frame   for   in   the 




organisation   are   slightly   vague.  How   they   become   re­framed  within   the   past 




they   are   not  mentioned   at   subsequent  meetings.  But   the   Information  Meeting 


















































know   the   exact   relationship   between   the   autonomous   groups   and   the   plenary 
meetings, and we do not know if there is a leader in the system. This is probably 
because for Sharmeen it   is  more an experience she has rather  than an abstract 
model for organising. Sharmeen has used her previous experience – and rejection 
of the abstract Traditional Association model to make sense of the new structure in 





squatters  movement   have   developed   a  way   of   running   their   premises,   where 
authority formally rests with the ever changing participants at plenary meetings.
This interview extract gives Sharmeen's rendition of the kind of meeting the 
introductory   Information   Meeting   was.   A   meeting   characterised   by   shared 










































The   low  level   of   shared   talk   in   the  organisation   seems   to  be  due  both   to   an 
intentional design – and due to that not even the modest amount of communication 
envisioned initially is upheld.


























takes   place   are   not   coincidental.   The   beneficiaries/users   of   the   activity  were 









only   female   volunteers   allowed.   In   Block   G   the   volunteers   are   mixed   with 
predominantly women. The children are of mixed gender in both locations.
An   alternative   and   not   incompatible   explanation   to   the   two   locations   is 
presented in draft information material about the tuition from the 30/8/2001. There 
it is indicated that the two locations cater to children of different ages. Block D is 















































































● 16/3/2002 (Activity Saturday/  Saturday Meeting) Sharmeen,  Yasmeen, 
Klaus, Mathilde and Marlene
● 15/4/2002   (Coordinators'  Meeting)   Sharmeen,   Line,   Jane,  Dorte   and 
Signe

























number   of   children   is   approximately   up   to   30   affiliated  with   each   basement 
location. Plus a number or youths in the youth club up to around 15.



























communication   is   established   between   her/meetings   and   the   new   tutor.  As   is 


































The   analysis   of   the   sensemaking   processes  which   unfold   in   this   organisation 
around Having Meetings will be structured in the following way: 
First  I  will  outline a number of  discourses which the actors draw on while 
making sense of Having Meetings. The discourses are generated from this case. 
Secondly  I  will  explore   the  articulated  sensemaking at  meetings  about  Having 
Meetings. The third and fourth part of the analysis delves deeper into the analysis 
of sensemaking processes at meetings. The empirical data showed that Meetings 






has   on   the   reproduction   of   the   organised   action   Having   Meetings   in   this 
organisation.
The fifth part explores the effect of the type of the sense made at meetings. I 























way   Weick   suggests   that   processes   of   organising   is   a   particular   type   of 
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sensemaking process where intersubjectivity (concrete negotiations between you 






These  frames or  generic  subjectivities  are  manifest  in   the  discourses which 
actors actualise during sensemaking. The general frames they draw on to make 
sense   of   particular   cues   for   sensemaking,   I   would   see   then   as   a   kind   of 
institutionalised discourse.
As  mentioned  at   the  end of   chapter   two   the  empirical   analysis   emphasises 
articulation; the words which are spoken and shared or not shared and the arenas 











one  only   finds   to   the  extent   that   they  are  actualised   in   talk   that   I  have   taken 
inspiration to present in this case. The discourses I present are brought into play 
when  the  actors  negotiated  legitimate subject  positions  (discursively negotiated 
roles) as regards Having Meetings. 
Friedland   &   Alford   (1991)   formulated   a   number   of   what   they   saw   as 
fundamental institutional logics dominant in society. I mention them because they 
emphasised that these logics did not dictate actors' actions but rather they were 





subjectivities  the actors  invoked while making sense of  and  thereby organising 
Having  Meetings.   I  would   like   to   re­emphasise   that   these   discourses   do   not 
represent  deterministic macro structures but are dynamically reproduced by the 
actors.
I   think   the  Having  Meetings  Case   indicates   that   there  are   several  different 
discourses about Having Meetings which the actors draw on when making sense. 
These discourses or logics which I will introduce now have sprung from the data 







condensed   the   logic   referred   to   by   various   actors   under   five   headings.   The 
presentation of them could have been the conclusion of the analysis since they are 
an  outcome of  analysis.  However,   I  would  like  to  give  the   reader  a  chance   to 
recognise them along the way as we discuss other aspects of sensemaking and the 
reproduction of having meetings. So I will introduce them here at the beginning.
The   quote   below,   sums   up   the   two  most   referred   to  models   for   formally 
structuring   voluntary   organisations   with   accompanying   logics   for   Having 


























In   the   quote   above,   the   discourse   about   the   Traditional   Association   affects 
sensemaking about Having Meetings by acting as a model they do not want. In the 
context of the meeting above, the Traditional Association is referred to as guilt­






“Association”.   But   I   would   like   to   underline   that   there   is   a   specific   set   of 
expectations  associated with   the “Forening” which are   related  to  its   traditional 






concept   is   capitalised   to   underline   that   it   does   not   refer   to   all   traditional 
associations   one  might   think   of,   but   to   a   specific   phenomenon   found   in   this 
context.
Sharmeen has   to a  great  extent  acted  as   sensegiver  as   regards   the  way  the 






















organisation who did not go  to  the meeting  is  emphasised.  This  connection  is 
enacted  as  existing   if   the  participants  are   there as   representatives   for   the  non­
participants, or if the non­participants have had a chance to respond to,  and give 
their input to the items on the agenda prior to the meeting. 








The   consultant   Dorthe   and   Sharmeen   have   acted   and   continuously   act   as 
sensegivers   about   an   alternative  model   of   Having  Meetings   which   they   call 
“Minimal”. 





















Occasionally   somebody   refers   to  Having  Meetings   as   a  way   to   create   social 
cohesion. Then non­attendance to meetings is enacted as a problem because it is 
causally linked to demotivation because of lack of social cohesion. Meetings in 
this   frame   are   enacted   as   occasions   for   “getting   to   know   each   other”.  Non­








the  most  explicit  about  not  wanting   to  invest  in   socialising  with  others   in   the 
































































to   them,   and   then   the   organisation  would   not   be   a   case   of  minimal   shared 
sensemaking. Having Meetings is reproduced by all tutors not just those who­go­
to­meetings.  Therefore   I  will   first   examine   the   sense  made   at  meetings   about 
Having Meetings. Secondly I will examine whether that sense affects the ability of 


















Planning Meeting  takes place  is  an open kitchen/diner at   the  top of  a  modern 
winding   staircase.  The  wall   are   sloping   and   can   not   accommodate   posters   or 
notices from the other users of the facilities. Downstairs though, various notices 
and announcements are displayed. There is one from a father group – for daddies 























































































One   conclusion   to   this   analysis   regards   the   discourses   and   the   Sensemaking 
processes  which  constitutes  Having  Meetings   is:  The  Minimal  Organisation   is 
mainly  put   forward by  Sharmeen.  However,   all  others   challenge   it   ­   including 
herself   ­   either   by   drawing   on   the   institutionalised   Traditional   Association 
discourse or another competing frame. They keep reproducing the sense that the 
Minimal Organisation is legitimate while at the same time voicing the problems it 





























to be legitimate. If  it   is not plausible that  those who­do­not­go­to­meetings get 










This   is   contrary   to   what  Marie   enacts   during   the   individual   interview.   She 
articulates that the organisation is Having Meetings in a way that means it is OK 
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They discuss fund­raising to get some more materials   to use with  the children 
during tuition. This leads to considerations of who is good at this sort of thing: 
Here   Klaus   reproduces   a   management   logic.   He   uses   concepts   like 
competences.   From   this   point   of   view   non­attendance   at   meetings   is 

















































meeting.  The   effect   of   creating   these   arenas  was   as   far   as   I   could   tell   –   by 
enquiring   about   what   happened   and   observing   interaction   afterwards   ­   that 




















So legitimate ways of  being a  volunteer  as  regards  to Having Meetings are 
negotiated by drawing on the discourses mentioned earlier  in  the analysis.  The 
organisation   is   distinguished   by   conscious   efforts   at   maintaining   diversity   in 
legitimate ways of being a tutor in the organisation. 
They do, however, share an enactment of the House Hosts as those who could 
































Mathilde   and  Marlene   are   very   interested   in   me   and   try   to   strike   up   a 
















House Hosts,  although one (Klaus) came in lieu of one.  But it   is  true that  the 
House Hosts were invited, and it was defined as a meeting for House Hosts. This 
appears   to give  just  enough  legitimacy when  faced with   inquisitive actors   like 
Mathilde  and  Marlene.  Sharmeen  does  not  draw on   the  Minimal  Organisation 
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Model in her reply. According to that it would have been legitimate that the people 






the  agenda at   the  meeting and will  make  their  voices  heard by coming  to  the 
meeting if they so desire. When faced with questions about legitimacy Sharmeen 
enacts being part of a far more sharing and communicating organisation than is 
actually   the  case.  She  decouples   the  ideal  of   the House Host system from the 


































Just  as  at  any meeting  in   the organisation,   the Saturday Meeting has   to be 


















potential   friends   than   as   business   partners   exchanging   stories   about   previous 












of   setting   up   “their   own”   organisation   the   participants   at   the   meeting   (and 
particularly Sharmeen acting as sensegiver by being the first to respond to their 
question of possible affiliation) enact a very flexible context. 
Sharmeen   allows   ambiguity   about   how   to   be   Having  Meetings   grow   by 
encouraging  Matilde   and  Marlene   to   be   loosely   coupled   to   the   rest   of   the 
organisation.   It   facilitates  a  new organised  action.  Namely  an  Arts­and­Crafts­
Exchange for Women. If they had not let ambiguity grow but had instead insisted 
on   clarity   and   consistency  –   then  Mathilde   and  Marlene  would  have   been   in 
conflict with the way the main organisation was Having Meetings. I think it was 



















Then  we have  those  “who­go­to­meetings”   they  are  discussed  at  meetings  –  a 
reason for them not being there is expected, and finally the vast group of those 
”who­do­not­go­to­meetings”. Their names are often not known, and so they are 










During  the  Planning Meeting  and   the  Saturday Meeting  we  see   indications  of 
several   phenomena,   which   have   an   impact   on   the   reproduction   of   Having 
Meetings. They will each be analysed separately in the next sections. 







● Coming   to  meetings   to   interact  with   the   organisation:  Mathilde   and 
Marlene   contributed   to   an   enactment   of   the  meeting   as   significant   by 


















participants   is   therefore an  important  element   in   the  reproduction of  organised 
action in the organisation. But legitimacy may not need to be produced through 


































































Sharmeen   interrupts  possibly  because   it   is   an  enactment  of   a  potential   choice 























enact   that   the   allocation  of   funds   is   non   controversial   it  make   low­attendance 
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meetings  more   legitimate.   I  will   analyse  minimal   decision  making   about   the 
allocation of funds further on page 239.





















volunteer,   and  at   the   same   time  performs  essential  organisational   tasks.  Takes 
responsibility for administration, and practical issues (getting a door). Although 
the participants at the meeting do not share a long history of interaction they agree 
in   rejecting   Signes   attempt   to   position   herself   ambiguously   vis   a   vis   being 
someone who goes or doesn't go to meetings.
Dorte guides them to a model which enables them to make sense of meetings 
where only few tutors  participate.  As long as  those who­do­not­go­to­meetings 








“out   there” allows relatively decoupled  initiation of  various activities  since  the 
activities do not need to be prioritised in relation to each other. Which renders low­






















from  ideals  of   representation   implicit   in   the  Traditional  Association  Discourse 
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where those who­go­to­meetings act informed by conversations they have had with 




















tutors   loose   commitment   to   the   activity   and   undermine   any   reproduction   of 
organised activity. 
In   this   interaction   Sharmeen   and   Louise   draw   on   the   social   Cohesion 






















































took  place  at   the  beginning  of   the  meeting.  This   is   a   common  pattern  across 
meetings. The sensemaking process was requisite for framing the meeting – is the 
meeting   legitimate   or   should   we   focus   on   planning   another  more   legitimate 
meeting? 
The theoretical  chapter (two)  introduced a number of  sensemaking theorists 
who   analysed   a   link   between   patterns   of   interaction   facilitating   shared 




seem   to   be   able   to   reproduce   Having  Meetings   without   investing   in   shared 
sensemaking. 









they  might   stop  coming,   and   if   those  who­go­to­meetings   stop  going  then   the 




several  meetings.   I  will   argue   that   the  Minimal   discourse   is   essential   for   the 
reproduction of organised action ­ because it removes the threat of dissolving the 
organisation because it   is  not democratic enough – or  that  there  is  not enough 
support for “the people who go to meetings”. Sharmeen guided by the consultant 
Dorthe has to reproduce the Minimal Organisation discourse at every meeting in 













beyond   the  meetings.  Yet   the   actors   are   able   to   reproduce  Having  Meetings. 









keeps  the  level of confrontation low and thereby facilitates  the reproduction of 
Having Meetings. This will be analysed in depth on page 239.
The participants at meetings enact a future House Host Day where all House 
Hosts  will   attend   the   same  meeting.   The   effect   this   fatamorgana   has   on   the 
reproduction of Having Meetings will be analysed in on page 223.
Above I analysed how the participants in meetings draw on various discourses 







go­to­meetings.  The  House  Host  Day   is  widely  enacted  as   the  solution   to   the 
communication and anchoring problems of the group.
However, not all Days have a House Host, and not all the tutors who have a 


































They all   enact   that   if  only  all   the  House  Hosts   showed  up at   a  meeting   then 
“things” wouldn't be messy any longer. As far as I can interpret the causal logic 
behind   this   is   that   if   the  House  Hosts   all   came   to   a  meeting   they   could   be 
told/convinced that they have to come to meetings. Thereby a pattern of coming to 
meetings   would   be   reproduced   by   House   Hosts   and   a   more   permanent 
















































This   takes   place   through   sensemaking   processes  which   are   shared   at   the 
meetings – but with discontinuance in participants – although there is sufficient 




formal   organisation   we   have   meetings   in   a   legitimate   way”.   Part   of   that 
sensemaking  work   is   the   reenactment   of   the   system  of  House  Hosts   and   the 







system   of   communication   and   decision­making   is   sought.   The   House   Host 
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Structure legitimises status quo with very low investment of time and only limited 







not  communicated with each other   (they are  tutors  who­do­not­go­to­meetings) 
None of the actors draw on previously formulated texts from the organisation about 
this. This indicates that it is an institutionalised phenomenon originating outside 





reason why they had come to  the Saturday Meeting was to negotiate  that  they 
wanted   to  start  up  a   separate  activity  a  Arts­and Crafts­Exchange  for  Women. 
Mathilde   and  Marlene   came   to   the  meeting   to   enter   into   dialogue  with   “the 
organisation” with themselves as leaders.




Mathilde  and  Marlene  wanted   to  make   sense  of   the  existing  organisational 























































persons,   and  when  meetings   are   constituted   by   a   variety   of   participants   then 
sensemaking   and   decision   making   at   meetings   becomes   fragmented.   In   this 
organisation there is a high turnover of participants. The majority of participants 
are new from meeting to meeting. Meaning articulated at one meeting is as a rule 







with   “the   organisation”   also   had   a   stabilising   effect   on   some   in   terms   of 




















External   stakeholders   are   putting   pressure   on   “the   organisation”   through 













But  Sharmeen  acts  as   a  buffer  between  them and   the  meetings.  She  does  not 
always relay at meetings the ideas that the external stakeholders would like “the 
organisation” to have an opinion about. If she enacts at a meeting that a response 
from   “the   organisation”   is   needed   she   helps   negotiate   that   it   is  OK   that   the 
response   only   has   limited   implications   both   for   interaction   with   external 






































In  the case data I  have so far  identified three mechanisms manifested in sense 







similarly   legitimises   and   thereby   reproduced   the   way   they   are   Having 
Meetings.
● When tutors come to meetings to interact with “the organisation” which 






● The   fact   that   they   have   to   regenerate   sense   about   low­attendance   to 






unattainable.   It   is   only  when   they   relinquish   that   ideal   they   are   able   to 
generate pride and confidence in the way they are Having Meetings amongst 
participants at meetings.
● That   tutors   seem   to   invest   leadership   in  meetings   rather   than   in   for 
instance   the   contact   person  means   that   they   are   frequently   disillusioned 
when   they   find   it   hard   to   identify   unequivocal   leadership   and   authority 
separate from themselves at meetings. 
Whereas   section   5.2.4   focussed   on   aspects   of   the   sensemaking   processes   at 





































































both   moves   to   generate   complex   and   long   cause   chains   (many   cues   with 
connection between them) shared meaning, and moves to limit and simplify shared 
meaning. 
The   example   is   also   an   indication  of   the  way   they  make   sense  of  Having 















































the   papers.   They   enact   it   as   an   occasion   for   dealing  with   an   administrative 
challenge   posed   by   the   bank   rather   than   an   occasion   for   (re­)creating   formal 
structures   in   the  organisation.  Brunsson  described   this  kind  of   situation   in   an 
article from 1986. He argues that the task of “the manager” is to shelter the “action 
layer of the organisation” from external institutional pressures. So the management 
should protect   the action logic from conflicting external   institutional  pressures. 




decouple   the   interaction  with   external   stakeholders   from  internal   sensemaking 
processes (action logic) as suggested by Brunsson.
The sensemaking process at this meeting (which is typical of all the meetings I 
participated   in)   is   unlike   the   sensemaking   process   I   observed   at  meetings   in 


























refusing   to   link   sensemaking   about   the   demands   of   the  Bank   to   the   formal 









making.  Whatever  might   be   desirous   or   not   is   left   unclear   and   ambiguous   ­ 
























stops   extensive   shared   sensemaking   at   meetings.   She   explicitly   encourages 
multiple/open­ended  viewing  points   particularly   in   connection  with   articulated 









group has  access   to plentiful   resources  had a  direct  effect  on   the  way Having 

























Having   been   allocated   money   is   institutionalised   as   an   occasion   for 
sensemaking about activities and procedures in the formal organisation. But in this 





Weber   and  Glynn   (2006)   suggest   that   institutions  may   shape   sensemaking 
processes   through   providing   social   cues   guiding   the   identification   of   the 












be made of how to use  it.  So  that   the  institutional  pressure  is not  just present 
through the content of sensemaking but by indicating an occasion for sensemaking.
Dealing with money forces some of the volunteers to enact being a community. 

















enables   them   to   limit   the   enactment   of   strategic   choices   of   how   to   prioritise 
resources   in  connection  with   the  new activity.  They   limit   shared   sensemaking 



























activities  means   that   they   do   not   have   to   invest   time   and   energy   on   internal 
negotiations of the allocation of funds. I will not be able to estimate the amount of 
resources actually needed for tutoring. It is not only outside the scope of this thesis 










is   an   example  of   enacting   that  decisions  made   at  meetings   are   important   and 
deserve to have people interacting over them and to be sharing elaborations of it. 
People get together with – some – others and articulate and negotiate sense related 
to   the   reproduction  of  an  activity,  whether   it   is   the  activity  of   tutoring  or   the 
activity of Having Meetings. 
Summary



























arrival  and sitting  at  Sharmeen and Yasmeen's  end of   the   table   reinforced  the 



























































































































level  of  communication across  the formal  organisation  is  low.  This  means  that 
innovations  would  only  be  diffused   slowly.  Control  with   subunits   is   also   low. 









































● The   enactment   of   plentiful   resources   may   of   course   some   day   be 
challenged.  This  would  be   the  case   if   the  number  of   ideas   for  activities 
increased along with actors who were willing to see them through. Then the 
allocated monetary resources could run out.  That  would probably have a 










So   far   the   analysis   has   primarily   focussed   on   the   effects   of   sensemaking   at 
meetings.  This   section  will   to   a   larger   extent   draw on   sensemaking  processes 
which   take   place   outside   meetings.   However,   sensemaking   about   roles   in 
connection with going or not going to meetings does of course unfold at meetings 
too and is negotiated there too. It is an ongoing process. 
I   use   the   concept   “roles”   as  Weick   does  when  he   equates   it  with   generic 
subjectivity where there is no concrete individualised self just a “...filler of roles...” 
(1995:71).   It   is   also   central   to   his   approach   –   and   mine   that   this   generic 














That   the   tutors   enact   a  mutual  dependency  is   an   indication  of   that  Having 
Meetings is  organised  action88  and not just  individual action. Those who­do­not­
88 See the definition of organised action on page 80.
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The   four   squares   in   the  matrix   represent   the   four   categories  within  which 























A   conclusion  of   the   analysis   is   that   even   those  who­do­not­go­to­meetings 
enact   co­actors  –  and   enact   themselves  as  part   of   someone  acting   together   in 
Having Meetings in a legitimate fashion.














My  starting   point   is   that  Having  Meetings   is   a   socially   negotiated,   emergent 
phenomenon. Having Meetings is constructed both during articulated interaction 
(at  meetings)   and   outside  meetings,   by   actors  who  may   not   share   articulated 
communication with each other. 























that   they   do­not­go­to­meetings   need   to  make   sense   of   their   roles   in  Having 
Meetings.  By   saying   “we   are   all   raised  with..”   and   tracing   the  meaning   she 
attaches to Having Meetings across time and arenas she indicates that the meaning 








































The   cues   Lone   enacts   in   her   efforts   to   generate   a   legitimate,   self   enhancing 
identity89  in   connection  with  making   sense  of   the  organised   action  of  Having 




































those  who­do­not­go­to­meetings   in  various  ways:  At  meetings   these   cues   are 
enacted and shared sensemaking is initiated – sensemaking often ends up open­
ended and ambiguous. As we saw in the previous section at meetings the cues 
enacted  about   the   actions  of   those  who­do­not­go­to­meetings   is  whether   they 
participate in meetings or not. 
Another   cue  which   is   enacted   as   having   relevance   for   sensemaking   about 
Having Meetings is whether tutors leave the organisation or not. In some contexts 






But   the  act  of   leaving  or  not   is  not   entirely  clear.  Tutors  don't   always   tell 
anybody that they leave – some just stop coming. Some will tell their House Host – 
some  will   call   Sharmeen   and   tell   her.  However,   Sharmeen   does   not   have   an 























“Yes,   you   are   acting   on   behalf   of   us.”   The   “on   behalf   of”  means   that   they 
reproduce the sense that they are acting as part of a unit. That they belong to one 





which  is  not   shared   in   the   sense  of  being  articulated   together  but  which may 
happen to overlap more or less for reasons I shall attempt to identify along with 






The arena  for  sensemaking  for   those  who­do­not­go­to­meetings   is  different   to 







































Even when Lone does not go  to  the meetings she still  co­produces Having 































































to   justify   not   going.   It   is   important   to   them.   This   indicates   that   it   is 
institutionalised that one ought to participate. So they share this sense, not based 






















































potentially   participate   in.   This   facilitates   and   thereby   stabilises   her   continued 
participation in tuition.
She makes   the  sense   that  she  could  go  to meetings.   It  affects   the way she 
handles challenges during tuition. She regards herself as someone who­goes­to­
















Marie creates  another context   for giving  tuition  to  the children,   that  context   is 
meetings, and a “we” of people who go to meetings. 
Marie feels empowered in everyday situations  in  tuition by the narration of 
herself   as   someone  who­goes­to­meetings.  When   something   frustrates   her   she 
frames   it   as   being   within   her   reach   to   remedy   because   she   sees   herself   as 
















The   enactment  of  going   to  meetings   is   similar   to  Maries  way  of   enacting 
membership of a national community. She sees herself as having natural access to 
various   fora   where   national   politics   are   formulated.   She   enacts   potential 







about   their   role   in  Having  meetings  by   those  who­do­not­go­to­meetings.  The 
tutors who­go­to­meetings also referred to negotiations of going to meetings which 



























possible   to   enact   one   self   as   someone  who­goes­to­meetings  without   actually 
going. We see this done in the case of Marie who used to go to meetings – but is 
unable to attend for various reasons – but she is still considered as one­who­goes­




done  in   relation   to   the  youth  activity  on  the  Saturday –   this   is  probably  what 
prompts Klaus to show up anyway. By attending again and beginning to form a 
romantic   attachment   to   Louise   he   has   become   part   of   the   group  who­go­to­
meetings   during   this   meeting.   He   is   then   enacted   as   someone   who­goes­to­
meetings. Signe refuses to be defined and works hard to stay sitting on the fence. 
Once they enact themselves as having one or another role they start to create sense 









The  way  Marie   talks   about   it   here   is  more   in   the  manner   of   suggesting   two 









































(1995)  claims  that  part  of  sensemaking processes  is  always  identity   formation. 
Another way of putting this is that we humans need to recreate a self enhancing 
self­image in the context we “find ourselves in”94. Davies and Harré (1990) have 






































































from  the  DRC seems   to  come   through   the   consultant   at  meetings   rather   than 
directly to each tutor.
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2)  The  way  Meetings   are   enacted   affects   the   pattern   of  Having  Meetings. 
Whoever   turns   up   at   meetings   constantly   work   to   reproduce   meetings   as 
meaningful in spite of the low number of participants in meetings. They do this by 




The enactment  of  a  House  Hosts  System  that   implies   that  all  House  Hosts 
should   attend   Meetings   clashes   with   the   low­attendance   meetings   thereby 




meetings   as   the   relevant   arena   for   interacting   to   the   ”organisation”   they   also 
contributes to stabilising the way they are Having Meetings.
3) The type of sense made at meetings contributes to stabilising the organised 
action   of   Having   Meetings   as   minimal   and   decoupled   from   tuition.   That 
sensemaking at meetings is open­ended and ambiguous is one of the reasons why 
meaning   doesn't   travel   in   the   organisation   and   conflicting   views   are   rarely 
confrontationally   contrasted.   This   lack   of   confrontation   and   deemphasis   on 




4)  Structural   fragmentation  similarly  enhances   the  possibilities   for   reducing 
confrontations between divergent views and demands.


















that  way   facilitated   continued   action.  How   decoupling   between  meetings   and 
tutoring simplified the possibility for continued action and left   it  open to each 
actor to make multiple reinforcing sense of themselves and the joint act drawing on 












with  Having  Meetings.   That   identity   formation  was   an   important  mechanism 
underlying the reproduction of organised action of Having Meetings, and that these 





related   to   their   self   construction   than   it   is   related   to   an   instrumental   goal 
achievement.
I argued that the type of meaning produced at meetings had an effect on the 















co­actors   by   drawing  on   a   range   of  discourses   –   the   cues   do  not  have   to   be 
negotiated  or  discursively  produced   in   interaction  with   their   co­actors.   In   this 




Now, I  want   to get closer   to  the more specific contribution to sensemaking 
theory I lined up in the theory chapter. What is it that “passes between” actors who 
do not exactly  share  sensemaking processes,  but  who none the  less manage to 
reproduce organised action together?
Blumer (1969) said – and Weick (1995) did too by quoting him – that it is the 
alignment   of   lines­of­action.  But  Blumer   thought   that   to   align   lines­of­action 





how   she   defined   joint   action   –   as   some  words   the   actors   had   agreed   upon). 










meaning.  How   does   this   then   affect   the   reproduction   of   ­   not   just   being   an 
organisation   which   has   meetings   –   but   the   reproduction   of   tutoring   when 
participants enact that the formal organisation is challenged by a problem?
6.1 The Definition of Noise













The   level   of  Noise   in   connection  with   tuition   is   a   recurrent   theme   in   talk 
amongst   volunteers.   Particularly   at  meetings.   I   suggest   to   unfold   sensemaking 
processes in relation to the issue, and to unfold how organised action in relation to 
the issue takes place – to discover the relation between the two.







Søndergaard   inspired   by   Davies   &   Harré.   It   means   discursively   constituted 
legitimate scope for action. 















the frames so  the reader can recognise  them along with me  in  the subsequent 
analysis. I have included the action implications constituted in the frames too to 
highlight the diversity of actions they make legitimate. 
Afterwards   in   section   6.4   I   analyse   a   case   (delimited   by   two   people)   of 
interactive negotiations of  Noise across arenas;  during  tuition,  meetings and at 
individual interview. This gives us a chance to see the variety of frames actualised 
















In   several   articles   about   the   relation   between   sensemaking   processes   and 
organised action researchers have focussed on the quality of the response from the 






Stubbart,   1985).  Maitlis   predicts   that   lack   of   leader   driven   sensemaking,   and 
fragmented sensemaking would lead to discontinuous ad hoc action. Donnellon et 
al (1986) would argue that in order to act together when faced with Noise the tutors 










meaning   to   act   together  without  having   shared   talk.  They  would   look   for   the 











characterise   the   enacted   context   by   the   logic   governing   it   and   the   generic 









Family:  An   image   of   belonging   to   one   unit  with   two   types   of  members; 
children and adults.  The shared belonging engenders an amount of forbearance 
with   the   children.  Roles   of   parent/older   sibling   (the   tutor)   and   their   children. 
Children will be children. Noise is natural and it is OK to babysit the children.
Self development: Focus is on the construction of the adult (the tutor). A self­
aware  adult  who  grows while   interacting  with   the  children.   “I'm getting  more  









When   the   enacted   context   is   that   of   the  school  two  generic   subjectivities   are 
actualised – that of the pupil and the teacher. 
The school  context   is   for   instance actualised when a  House  Host expresses 




















boundary   for   what   is   tutoring   (legitimate   volunteering)   and   what   is 
controlling/disciplining   the   children   (undesirable   volunteering).   The   volunteers 
express that they do not think it is appropriate – or desirable – for them to take up a 
role as controlling the children. On the other hand they also produce explanations 
of  how keeping discipline  would  protect   the  weakest and give all   the  children 
better   conditions   for   focussing   on   their   homework.   Many   tutors   across   the 
280
































































microphone   two weeks  after   they  have  been   introduced   to   the   integration  and 
tolerance frame by Sharmeen and Yasmeen at the Saturday Workshop. By making 







































drawing meaning from his  life story –  the narration of his  own childhood and 
youth  –   in  which he  was   the  child  who  lacked  the   tolerant  and understanding 
parent/older sibling. 

















































My self development:  The focus point  in this frame is  the tutor.   It   is   the self 




















































These   constructions   of   unique   individual   selves   in   connection  with   tuition 























































































Marlene   and  Mathildes   relationship   and   shared   past  means   that   they   can 
activate a strong shared frame of reference. They have both studied Integration as 
part   of   their   studies.  Out   of   all   the   tutors   I   interview   they   have   the   clearest 
formulated   distinctions   between   “them”   and   “us”.   The   distinction   runs   along 
ethnic lines. I am tempted to assume that ironically they have practiced this view of 
the world through Integration Studies. This means that when they need to make 
sense of  Noise  they partly do so drawing on  the  integration frame where “the 




Secondly,   both  Mathilde   and  Marlene   have   been   employed   in   a   voluntary 
organisation.   They   have   worked   as   paid   canvassers   for   another   humanitarian 
organisation. This is the other frame they draw on – the Volunteer frame. That 
volunteers   are  a  valuable   resource  and  that  volunteers   should  be   serviced  and 







































































spread around  the organisation:  So  it  does not  challenge  the  legitimacy of   the 
organisation.
Sharmeen changes her stance on the integration and Noise reduction link at the 

















school  logic where Noise  is a problem that  needs to be confronted in order  to 
optimise   learning.   Their   special   solution   to   these   dilemmas   is   to   remove 
themselves   from   arenas   where   they   are   confronted   with   the   version   of   the 









the  Having  Meetings   case   on   page  243).   It   generates   loose   rather   than   tight 
































regarding  Noise   I  will   analyse   how  the   problem of  Noise   and  how  to   find   a 
solution for  it   is  constructed at   the  individual   interviews.  Do  the  tutors  expect 
Noise to be solved at meetings? Are those who consider Noise to be a problem 

















recognise   their  own experiences   in   the  experiences  of  others.  He   expands   the 


















when   Sharmeen   became   the   contact   person   (he   says   the   meetings   became 
“decision meetings”). 
Summary













slightly   unique   position   in   relation   to   the   children   compared   to   that   of   other 
volunteers. It is a position of consciously playing with the children, rather than 
tutoring   them.   She   also   emphasises   that   she   is  acting  the   adult   –thereby   she 
distances herself from an adult identity, which she equates with being responsible 






















































Noise problem. I  think part of her reason for  this is  that she does not wish to 








































































work   of   keeping   the   smaller   children   out   or   quiet.   She   suggests   that   “the 
organisation” finds another solution and enacts the meeting as the venue for this.
Enacting   that   the  Noise   comes   from   the   smaller   children  who   have   been 















































that  she doesn't  quite see  it  as   legitimate.  Maybe she feels   that   it  shouldn't  be 
necessary.  That   Sharmeen   suggests   the   erection   of   a   physical   indicator   of 

















page  298  we saw that Sharmeen has made the sense that it  is unavoidable and 





















At   this  meeting  we see   they agree  on  the  sense  suggested by Jane   that   if   the 
smaller   children   stayed   with   their   mothers   then   there   would   be   less   Noise. 
Sharmeen suggests the creation of a physical artefact. Dorthe suggests negotiations 
based  on   the  contracts.  The  participants  at   this  meeting   settle  on   the  physical 
artefact   –  which   is   subsequently   not   put   up.   In   this   process   they   are   led   by 
Sharmeen. They enact “the organisation” as something which does not act as a 
negotiator towards the Women's Club to affect a change in behaviour. Nor is “the 










































written  material.  Which   has   indicated   that   younger   and   older   children   were 
separated. 







































In   this   exchange  we   see   several   things:  The  older   tutor   suggests   that   they 
enforce a changed pattern of behaviour on the children (and their parents). There 
seems  to be a  pattern whereby  the older   tutors  are  less  afraid of  complicating 
issues by giving more prominence to principles and general discussions. Whereas 
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framing  by   arguing   that   the   tutors   need   to   accept   that   the   older   children   are 
expected to mind their younger siblings. It seems to me that if they went all the 
way in accepting this framing of the situation then a possibility to reach their goal 
of   helping   the   older   children   do   their   homework  would   be   to   allocate   some 
resources to babysit   their younger siblings.  However, we saw above,  that  tutors 
drawing on the School frame regarded that kind of activity as inappropriate. They 
reject   allowing   the   organisation   of   the   children's   families   (which   presumably 
means that the older children mind the younger ones) structure their work. But 
instead insist  that  the children act as  independent agents during tuition – as  in 
school.
The   analysis   of   this  meeting   (13/5/2002)   illustrates   how  the   production   of 

































































































There   is   limited  articulated  sharing  between   the   tutors.  The  children  draw  the 
tutors attention – and they create sound barriers for talk between tutors.  Tutors 
seem  to  have  gotten  used   to  not   talking   to   each other.  This   is   echoed   in   the 






























with  the children seen from the point  of view of an individual   tutor – not  the 
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The   lack  of  goodbyes   is   likely   to  be   related   to   the   limited  articulated  sharing 
between the tutors.  Some of them do not actualise each other as co­workers. 
The limited amount of sharing between tutors and the perceived level of Noise 
formed   a   sufficiently   strong   downside   to   tuition   to  make   one   tutor   leave   the 





















introduced  new  tutors.  That  meant   that   there  were  not   enough  children   to  go 









in   apartments  with   time   limited   leases   and   expect   to   leave  when   they   finish 
studying), a country, a world which faces a challenge in integration. None of them 
actualise the DRC as a frame for their activities and only a few feel anchored in the 







would   be   regarded   as   essential   by  Kutz   (2000)  when   he   emphasises   shared 
intentions as prerequisite for joint action. But according to this thesis' definition of 
organised   action99  both   tuition   in   the   face  of  Noise   and  Having  Meetings   are 
organised action since they are performed regularly, the tutors are dependent on 







This  means   that  many  tutors   (who­do­not­go­to­meetings)  handle   the  Noise 
issue drawing on institutionalised expectations generated across time and space, 
their  own  identity  work,   initially   formulated   ideas  within  the  organisation   (the 
















The   tutors'   actions  are   stabilised  as   they  draw on   institutionalised  meaning 







actors.  They   can   see  what   the  others  do   and   the  other   can   see   them but  not 
necessarily hear each other. Action is reproduced because they tend to interpret the 
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Noise.   Each   tutor   engages   in   a   sensemaking   process   which   affects   their 











The mechanisms in   this  case will  not  be constructive  in all  organisations.  The 
activities   of   this   organisation   can   reasonably   be   considered   pretty   simple   and 












communicate   much   they   can   not   act   pro   actively   in   a   coordinated   manner. 
Sharmeen   mentions   how   she   would   like   to   target   the   children   with   many 
difficulties and who are difficult to reach, but that she does not have the ability to 
do   so   because   of   lack   of   communication   between  Days   and   tutors.  The   core 
activity,   tutoring,   of   the   organisation   is   also   special   because   there   are  widely 
institutionalised   frames   related   to   it   (integration   and   school  work).   These   are 









one unit.   In   terms of  having control  over  the organisation  –  i.e.  being able   to 
prevail on it to do something differently it would not be possible with the present100 
level of talk. However, individuals may act strategically and enact that they are 
doing   it   on   behalf   of   “the   organisation”   in   their   dealings   internally   and  with 
external   stakeholders.   Should   any   actors   feel   the   desire   to   do   so   they   could 
probably dictate a great deal before anyone else discovered it or felt called upon to 
react to it.







Chapter   two   introduced   a   range   of   theoretical   models   of   how   sensemaking 
processes relate to the reproduction of organised action. I have analysed a case of 
sensemaking  processes   related   to   the   organised   action   of  Having  Meetings   in 
























In   the   voluntary   sector   in   Denmark   this   tendency   to   a   new   approach   to 
organisational   life  meets  a   long  tradition for emphasising a sharing democratic 










the   younger   generations   –   partake   in   voluntary  work   (Haberman,   2000;  Goul 
Andersen, 2004). 
The question  then becomes:  Whether   it   is  possible   to harness  this  flood of 
voluntary hands in organised action without requiring their many owners to invest 











by  Allport   (1962),  proposed   in  1979.  He  claimed   that  groups  develop  through 
cycles of Divergence and Convergence:
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Figure 9: The Divergence-Convergence Model (Weick, 1969/79:91).
Weick argued that (1) actors have diverse ends initially: They have a multitude of 
goals.   As   they   meet   around   partaking   in   (2)   common   means:   Whichever 
instrumental action they are required to undertake as members of the organisation. 







generic   subjectivity,   but   the   underlying   premise   or   expectation   to   group 
development remains the same: That the process is likely to start with being driven 
by   shared   actions   (participants   meet   over   shared   means)   guided   by   generic 
subjectivity whereupon organising takes place through interactive communication 
where   actors  bridge   intersubjectivity  with   regenerated  generic   subjectivity   and 
there is a convergence on shared ends.
So even though Weick states it is possible that actors acting together will not 




(1) Diverse Ends (2) Common Means 
(4) Diverse Means (3) Common Ends 
My two cases indicate that the actors in this formal organisation are staying 









example   paraphrasing   Marie:   I   act   here   to   become   part   of   an   otherwise 
































their   local   model   for   Having  Meetings;   the  Minimal   Organisation   which   is 
challenged by the institutionalised model; The Traditional Association. Rendering 
the   actions   of   their   (inactive)   co­actors   sensible   is   an   essential   part   of   this 
sensemaking process.






That  actors seek out  meetings as   the relevant arena for  interacting with  the 
”organisation”. This contributes to stabilise the way they are Having Meetings by 
increasing the number of participants at each meeting.








for  decision  making  about   tuition   is   further   strengthened  by  the   enactment  of 
plentiful resources.





with  Having  Meetings.   That   identity   formation  was   an   important  mechanism 
underlying the reproduction of organised action of Having Meetings.  The tutors 
enact two complementary roles in connection with Having Meetings. They do not 
share   articulated   sensemaking   about   this   but   rather   engage   in   sensemaking 
processes   drawing   on   institutionalised   scripts   and   their   own   ongoing   identity 
formation whilst making sense of cues they take to indicate the intent of their co­










Similarly  to  the Having Meetings case most  tutors do not share  talk during 
tuition. This means that when making sense of how to deal with Noise in tuition 
they draw on a variety of frames without confronting each other. Because of this 
the   tutors   can  make   sense  of  participating  by  enacting  a  variety  of   anchoring 
points; the local community, the country, a specific neighborhood etc. However, 
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In   both   cases   ambiguous   sensemaking   seemed   to   support   rather   than 
undermine the reproduction of organised action. 
In  both  cases   sensemaking  processes  had   an   element  of   identity   formation 
which led to that the actors had different slants on the meaning they associated 
with the organised action.


















interaction.   If   this  pattern   is  kept  up   then  an  organisation  can   stay  put   in   the 











last   two   questions   represent   elements   which   I   had   not   anticipated  would   be 
important based on the theory I introduced, but which none the less emerged from 
the   empirical   data   as   factors   in   the   reproduction   of   organised   action   in   in   a 
situation with minimal shared sensemaking.
● What   Can   Replace   Shared   Sensemaking   in   the   Reproduction   of 
Organised Action?





















such   as   books,   tables,   chairs,   and   the   parent   groups.  The  Parents   ensure   the 
presence of the children. The children indicate what should take place between the 
tutor and themselves – and sometimes challenge it. 






the   reproduction   of   Having  Meetings   in   spite   of   the   low   attendance.   It   de­
emphasised decision making  in general and decision about allocation of resources 
specifically   thus   legitimising   the   pattern   of   little   communication   and   low 
attendance to meetings.
The  re actualisation  of   the  elusive  House  Host Day was  also  a  mechanism 





increased  the  number  of  participants  at  meetings  stabilising  their   reproduction. 
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because communication from meetings  to  tutors not present  was  to slim tutors 










these   frames   into   two   types:   Institutionalised   expectations   and   their   ongoing 
process  of   identity   formation.  By  actualising   the   frames  the   tutors  are  able   to 
render the activity and themselves in relation to it meaningful. This I hypothesise 
makes   them more   inclined   to   continue  participating   and   reproduced  organised 
action.
Institutional expectations about, for example, school and integration (see page 
280  for   the  full   list)  helps   the  tutors  negotiate  meaningful  subject  positions  in 
relation  to  the activity.  The negotiation of  subject  positions  is  distributed,   it   is 
sometimes articulated in the interaction with the children, sometimes with other 
tutors   and   I   provoke   a   negotiation  when   I   ask   them   to  make   sense   of   it   at 
interviews.  Similarly   in   the  case of  Having Meetings.  They actualise  a   role   in 
connection   with   Having  Meetings   in   various   arenas   –   sometime  within   and 
sometimes outside the formal organisation.
The   institutionalised   frames   are   not   homogeneous,   there   are   several   with 
varying degrees of conflicting action implications. 
The ongoing identity formation involves that the tutors actualise a number of 










appear they take up the position they feel  is  offered.  But this position as tutor 
derives  much of   its  meaning from  the context  of   the activity  which  the  tutors 








In  the above I  argued  that  because the actors  are able  to draw on meaning 
generated outside  the  formal  organisation   they can reproduce an organisational 
structure   which   is   minimal.   However,   the   relationship   between   patterns   of 













the   beginning  of   his   book   from  1995:  To   treat   sensemaking   as   an   individual 
process. However, my intention is the reverse. Inspired by the suggestion by Mead 
(1934)   that  our   sense  of   self   is   fundamentally   social   to  examine  how even   in 





to  make   retrospective   sense   of   participation   in  what   can   constitute   stabilised 
organised action.
7.5.1.1. Conclusion
This   type   of   organisation  where   the   actors  make   sense   primarily  drawing   on 
frames (re)produced outside the formal organisation and where they feel anchored 







So   drawing   on   meaning   generated   and   reproduced   outside   the   formal 




sensemaking   can   not   facilitate   the   reproduction   of   organised   action.   The 
conclusions of   this   thesis   just  indicate  that   in  some cases  the relation between 









Smircich  &   Stubbart   (1985),   Smircich  &  Morgan   (1982),  Maitlis   (2005), 
Morrison & Milliken (2000), and Weick to some extent  all  equate sharing and 










She  thus argues  that  sensemaking enables action  to  the extent   that   it  produces 
rational and unambiguous accounts. Maitlis expected that an organisation which is 










multiple   and   contradictive   –   somewhere   between   a   professional   helper   and   a 
friend.
The cases seem to confirm that an inverse causality between sharing and acting 
can sometimes exist where more sharing leads  to  less  acting.  I   found this  was 
because the lack of sharing set the actors free to some extent to actualise a wider 
range of   frames  for  making sense  of   their  organised  action  and because  other 












how   to   handle   the   existence   of   divergent   generic   subjectivities   or   (extra­


















Apart   from   ambiguity   arising   from   the   actualisation   of   diverse   discourses 
which are not confronted due to little articulated interaction, there was another way 
in   which   ambiguity   was   maintained.   Even   when   conflicting   frames   were 
confronted   amongst   a   small   group  of   tutors   at   a  meeting   there  was   a  pattern 
whereby   ambiguous  meaning  was   embraced.   Sharmeen   acted   on   a   couple   of 







enact   an   opportunity   for   deciding   to   cancel   the   upcoming   event   because   of 
anticipated low attendance. 
My proof  reader  alerted  me  to  the   there was a  curious  lack of  attempts   to 
evaluate the effect of tutoring. That lack of articulation also meant that there was 
no basis  for  generating a unified and exclusive/excluding vision for  tuition.  So 




wanted to respect  what   they perceived to be cultural  differences;  some felt   the 






communication   (as   e.g.   in   organisations   aiming   to   affect   public   discourse,   or 
maximise innovation, precision, or optimisation) ambiguity can sustain organised 
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and   it  has  proved   a   fruitful   angle   to  understand   the  mechanisms   in   this   case. 
However,   this   case   contributes   by   suggesting   drawing   on   discursive   identity 

















participation   in   the   organised   action   has   been   a   central   part   of   the   empirical 
analysis.   The   analysis   is   based   both   on   in­depth   individual   interviews   and 
observations.
I found that the reproduction of organised action was affected by whether actors 




context  and narrate   the  context   in  a  manner   that   is  compatible  with   their   self 
narration. We saw examples of that if this process is challenged or blocked it is 
likely   the  actors  will   leave   the  organisation  and  the   reproduction  of  organised 
action is threatened.
7.5.3.1. Discursive Identity Formation 
To add   inspiration   from other   authors   is   necessary  because  –   although  Weick 





manifest   in   discourse.     That   further   justifies   my   emphasis   on   articulated 
sensemaking.
Although  Maitlis   (2005)   indirectly   refers   to   the  production  of  discourse  by 
analysing   the   types   of   accounts   which   are   generated   in   different   types   of 
sensemaking   processes,   she   never   fully   develops   a   discourse   analysis.  Maitlis 
differentiates between whether accounts of issues are unitary or multiple, whether 
they are rich or narrow. She argues that unitary rich accounts produce the strongest 
organisational   action.   She   does   not   take   into   account   whether   the   accounts 













I   found   that   participation   in  organised   action   seems   less  driven  by  mutual 








contribution   to   sensemaking   theory   I  briefly   introduced   in   the   theory  chapter. 























Blumer   argues   that   it   is   alignment   of   lines   of   action   based   on   mutual 
understanding  which underpins  organised  action.  That,   in  my view,   requires  a 
higher degree of sharing in the sensemaking process than I have found: The actors 
in   the   two   cases   were   well   able   to   reproduce   sufficient   meaning   about   the 
perceived joint action to continue to act. Since they did not share talk they were 
mostly   unaware   of   the   diversity   of   understandings   attached   to   their   “lines   of 
action”.
However, even though actors do not need to engage in articulated interaction to 












or  not  going  is  what  passes  between  the actors  –  and helps  reproduce Having 
Meetings.   It   does  not  mean   that   the  actors   are   institutionalised  drones  –   they 
navigate   between   a   number   of   contradicting   and   alternative   frames   of 
understanding.   Actors   actualised   competing   and   conflicting   institutionalised 
frames of reference during sensemaking processes. So although I can not agree 












acts.  Co­actors  do  not  need  to share  goals  or   (in  my words  shared  articulated 
meaning) they just have to predict that if they act in a certain way then that will 




However,   combining   sensemaking  with   a   distinction   between   instrumental 
versus consummatory acts is problematic. My angle om sensemaking emphasises 
ongoing identity formation. Then self gratification in the shape of finding meaning 
in   “one's   life”   or   at   least   finding  meaning   in   a   cluster   of   one's   actions   are 
consummatory. But interwoven with doing. This means acts are simultaneously 

























Weick  adds   further   that  “If   the communication activity   stops,   the organization  
disappears.” (Weick 1995:75). The empirical case I have contributed by unfolding 
is   interesting   because   it   seems   that   organised   action   continues  without  much 
shared communication and articulated sharing of sense. By seeing these qualities 











range  of   institutionalised   scripts  without   contradiction   in   their   reproduction  of 
organised action.
Morris  & Milliken (2000)  found  that   the absence of  shared articulated  talk 
indicated a climate of silence. In a climate of silence actors are afraid of speaking 
out. They argued that actors in such organisations would experience amongst other 












However,   the   tutors   do   experience   a   level   of   cognitive   dissonance   and 













organisation   in   an   article  written  with  Bougon   from   1986   “Organizations   as 



















We   can   see   how   Weick   and   Bougon   are   inspired   by   Wallace's   (1961) 
conceptualisation of “Mutual equivalence structures”.
I   agree   with   that   cause   maps   can   be   coordinated   (and   organised   action 
reproduced)  with   relatively   little   shared  understanding.  But   I   don't   share   their 
claim that conceptualising it as double interacts is the most useful. I think it gives 
exchange relationships too central a position. In Weick and Bougon's model the 




The   cases   indicated   that  what   is   required   is   action   reinforcing   sense   of 
overlapping behavioural implications (like going or not going to meetings) which 
is  more   likely   to   be   driven   by   trust   in   one's   perceived   co­actors.   By   action 







and   collective  mind   development   (related   to   the   enactment   of   “the   imagined 
requirements of joint action”) they outline a way to separate the two. 
In an article from 1993 Weick & Roberts explore bridging between actions – 
individual   action   and   enacted   collective   action.  By   doing   so   they   provide   an 






not   maximisation   of   reliability.  Weick   and   Roberts   find   that   an   imagery   of 
organisations as collective minds can explain why some systems are reliable and 
others not. 
The concept  collective  minds   is  distinguished  from  the  discussion  of  cause 




























Both contributing,  representing,  and subordinating one's  own action  to  joint 
action are processes which do not require shared articulated interaction with one's 
perceived co­actors.







Kutz   argues   in   the   article   “Acting   Together”   from   2000   that   the   perceived 
relationship between individual and group action can be of three different kinds: 




the   interrelating  of   activities.  Kutz   thus  emphasises  belonging   to  a  “we”  as  a 
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mechanism that links individual action to collective. I do this because I belong to a 













as   a   variable   instead   of   as   a   constant.  They   explore   how   the   interrelating   of 
activities vary along a scale going from heedful to heedless. So Weick & Roberts 
are asking to which extent, with which force, are actors interrelating their actions 
with   a   socially   constructed   and   enacted   system   of   collective   action?   Their 
conclusion is that the more heed, and the more mindful, the more reliable will the 
organised action be in the face of the unexpected.
In   the   case   organisation   actors   contribute,   represent   and   subordinate   their 
actions  to a  variety of  organised systems (or  “we's”)  while  acting  in  the same 











































This   is   reminiscent   of   trust.   Trust   manifested   as   action   reinforcing 
sensemaking. I trust that my co­actors act appropriately so I need not try to alter 
their actions through communication and coordination.






















that  way   facilitated   continued   action.  How   decoupling   between  meetings   and 
tutoring simplified the possibility for continued action and left it open for each 
actor to make multiple reinforcing sense of themselves and the joint act drawing on 












I   found   that   participation   in   organised   action   is   not   driven   by   mutual 



















● Ambiguous  meaning   can   in   some   cases   support   the   reproduction   of 
organised action.
● Identity­formation   and   self­narration   are   important   aspects   of   the 
sensemaking   processes   which   underpin   the   reproduction   of   organised 
action.
● Actors  who  do  not   share  meaning  but   only   artefacts   indicating   each 
others'  actions can be stabilised in their  organised action patterns  if   they 
trust their co­actors.
I found that actors can have defined themselves as a unit and be responsive to one 
and   another   without   engaging   in   articulated   communication.   And   that   the 
connection between them can exist in the shape of that they attribute meaning to 


















called sensemaking theory.  The theme for  the  thesis  is   to examine the relation 







The   dissertation   finds   an   extreme   case   of   this   phenomenon   in   a   younger 
voluntary organisation. The goal of the organisation is to help children of other 
ethnic  origin  than Danish with  their  homework.  The organisation survives and 
fulfils its purpose. This, however, happens almost without that the tutors talk with 





phenomenon   –   organised   action   without   shared   sensemaking   and   shared 
articulation – springs from the hypothesis the actors in late modernity will be less 
inclined   to   invest   in   shared   sensemaking   because   they   “zap”   between 
organisational contexts. This is a phenomenon which has been highlighted be the 










The   empirical   data   upon   which   the   dissertation   is   built   is   participant 
observation of tuition and observation of all meetings in the formal organisation – 
the Network Group – over six months, a study of all printed texts and of 16 life­
story­like   individual   interviews.   The   dissertation   presents   a   contribution   by 




within the formal organisation. The other case  is  the reproduction of  tuition in 
spite of problems with “Noise”.
The   dissertation   identifies  mechanisms  which   support   the   reproduction   of 




































































The   dissertation   links   the   discussion   of   identity   formation   as   part   of 
sensemaking closer to patterns of action by introducing the concept of behavioural 




Integration,   Family,   Self   Development,   and   Volunteering.   Each   frame   of 
understanding indicates recognisable subject positions with associated spaces of 
action  in relation  to Noise.  Just  as   in  the Having Meetings case  the frames of 
understanding which are actualised are diverse.
This diversity results in some confrontations at meetings in connection with 
sensemaking  about  Noise.  The  Contact  Person  acts  as   sensegiver   in  a  manner 
which   renders   Noise   and   the   associated   space   of   action   ambiguous.   Part   of 









































mellem meningsskabelse  og   reproduktion  af  organiseret  handling.  Eksisterende 
sensemaking   teori   fokuserer   på   hvorledes   fælles   organisatoriske   sensemaking 
processer understøtter reproduktionen af organiseret handling.
Afhandlingens   bidrag   ligger   i   at   undersøge   relationen 
meningsskabelsesprocesser,  som  ikke  udspringer  af   fælles   italesættelse   indenfor 
den   formelle   organisation,   og   disse   processers   relation   til   reproduktionen   af 
organiseret handling.
Afhandlingen  finder  en  ekstrem case  af  dette   fænomen  i   en  yngre   frivillig 
organisation,  hvis   formål  det   er   at  give   lektiehjælp   til  børn  med  anden  etnisk 
baggrund end dansk. Organisationen overlever og varetager sit formål, men stort 
set uden at de frivillige lektiehjælpere taler sammen for at skabe mening om deres 
fælles   handling.   Dette   falder   udenfor   de   forventninger   der   produceres   i 
eksisterende   sensemaking   teori.   Afhandlingen   søger   at   belyse 
problemformuleringen   ved   at   besvare   spørgsmålet   hvordan   reproduceres 
organiseret handling i denne organisation med minimal fælles italesættelse?
Ud over den organisationsteoretiske relevans af undersøgelsen udspringer den 








Afhandlingen   supplerer   den   sensemakingteoretiske   tilgang   med   teori   om 
diskursiv identitetsdannelse (Davies & Harré, 1990 og Søndergaard, 2000). Denne 
inddragelse bygger på en hypotese om at identitetsdannelsesprocesser  i forbindelse 
med   meningsskabelse   om   den   fælles   handling   påvirker   reproduktionen   af 
organiseret   handling.   Når   aktørerne   ikke   kan   indtage   for   dem   genkendelige 
subjektpositioner   er   der   stor   risiko   for   at   de   standser   med   at   deltage   i 




Netværksgruppen,   over   et   halvt   år,   studie   af   alle   producerede   tekster   og   16 
livshistorie­agtige   individuelle   interviews.  Afhandlingen udgør  et  bidrag  ved at 
udgøre et omfattende empirisk studie af sensemaking processer i en organisation, 
der som helhed er præget af lav fælles italesættelse.




Afhandlingen   identificerer  mekanismer   som   understøtter   reproduktionen   af 
“det at have møder”. Netværksgruppen er organiseret under paraplyorganisationen 
Dansk Flygtningehjælp.  Derved har  de  en  konsulent   tilknyttet   som aktualiserer 
Minimal Organisering som en model for “det at have møder”, der kan legitimere 
møder med lavt fremmøde.
En   væsentlig   sensemaking   proces   som   påvirker   det   at   have   møder   er 
forhandlingen af den enkeltes subjekt positioner i forbindelse med at deltage eller 
ikke   deltage   i   møder.   Jeg   identificerer   de     forståelsesrammer   som   aktørerne 
trækker  på   i   forbindelse  med  denne meningsskabelsesproces  om aktiviteten  og 
selvet   i   forhold   til   den:    Den  Traditionelle   forening,  Minimal   organiseringen, 
Socialt sammenhold, Erfaringsudveksling, og Kompetent ledelse.
Derefter analyserer jeg aktualiseringen af disse rammer på tværs af møder. Der 










At gå   til  møder for at  interagere med “organisationen” identificeres som en 





















som   går   til  møder   efter   samme   læst   som   deres   generelle   selv­fortælling.  De 
trækker  også  på  de  nævnte  forståelsesrammer  for  at   skabe  multiple   forståelser. 
Aktualiseringen af  rammer kobles ofte  til   tidligere erfaring og forhandlinger af 
lignende   subjekt   positioner   fra   andre   interaktions­arenaer   end   den   formelle 
organisation.
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Aktualiseringen   af   en   position   som   en   der   går   til  møder   eller   ej   er   ikke 
permanent, men aktiveres  og genforhandles løbende.














Handlerum   er   de   handlinger   som   legitimeres   og   gøres   meningsfulde   i 
sensemakingen.
Jeg identificerer følgende forståelsesrammer som aktørerne trækker på når de 
skal   skabe  mening   omring   det   at   give   lektiehjælp   på   trods   af   “støj”:   Skole, 
integration,   familie,   selvudvikling   og   frivillighed.   Hver   forståelses­ramme 
indikerer genkendelige subjekt­positioner med associerede handlerum i forhold til 











var   essentielt   for   reproduktionen   af   organiseret   handling,   hvordan   klare   disse 
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aktører   at   forsætte   på   trods   af   “støj”?   Selvom   børnene   også   udfordrer   denne 
stabilisering   så   bliver   lektiehjælpernes   handlinger   i   høj   grad   organiseret   af 
børnene. Børnene udpeger, hjulpet af fysiske artefakter, borde, stole og skolebøger, 













omkring “støj”.  På   grund  af  den   fraværende   fælles   italesættelse  kan  aktørerne 
fortsætte   med   at   mødes   i   handlingen   at   give   lektiehjælp   mens   de   skaber 
mangfoldige   meningsfyldte   subjektpositioner   ved   at   aktualisere   mangfoldige 
arenaer.
Afhandlingen konkluderer   at   subjekt­positionerne   som giver  mening   til  den 
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